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$1 A YEAR, CASH

JULY 17, 1909.

GOOD NEWS.

i

SOUTHWESTERN HOLLINESS COLLEGE

This is the name of the inatit-- 1 from $2,000 down to $500, an
ution which Prof W. Beeson whose estimated wealth is f rom
proposes to found somewhere In $100,000 to $20,000 each. These
the Pecos Valley- - Prof. Beeson men will Income interested in
has been inspecting the field and the growth of the community anfi
sayg it has narrowed down to a in owning fie bornes near the
cnojce between Taiban La Lande College.
and Fort Sumner. He aejnanus
Their college faculty is t lie
as a aoimuun o- -u acres in imu ma(e up f ,.om specialists and hfi
besides a cash bonus. 1W) acres are university post graduates
are wanted for College grounds holdinir doctor .decrees .in their
and 160 acres for fanning purp- - specialties.
oses. Another essential requisite
,.
jmfl
upon wnicn iou
lanu
suitable
is
in
Townsite
for
application
our
make
by
reception
commit-a
We know how you came
a banquet
with
We have no families may be located
the very near future.
By the name of Old Glory.
tee of twelve representative men
doubt that this will be done just as assurance of profitable farming. at the
By the cities and towns.
Ft Sumner Restauraet,
accombe
can
work
routine
the
as
soon
Prof. Beeson says his people are and among the many good things
And the field's waving grain;
make
to
ready
be
should
We
plished.
not a denomination but may be to eat, attention was called to the
By the heavens above.
our application immediately upon the
Giving sun, dew and rain;
members of any church or no fact tnat twelve varieties of
lands being restored.
By the women and men,
church, and they number over home grown vegataoles were
Athough unknown to fame;
two millions of people, that they served that were grown within
It Pays To Be Frank.
Who, by playing their pp.rt
have fifteen colleges patronized two blocks of the restaurant.
Have helped make you a name.
(Santa Fe New Mexfcan.1
by from 250 to 1000 pupils; they
from
the
will
good
result
Much
By all who have helped
A mass meeting was called for
w;th have eighteen
attorneys
news papers.
of
meeting
district
the
To make tlvs country great;
:00 p. m., and about one 43118- is a
Curry yesterday.
It
Govenor
wkhin
They propose to erect
Having aimed at their duty
red representative citizens were
happy faculty of the chief executive
In home, field or state,
the next ten years six buildings present
offi
freely
with
consult
will
he
and heard Prof. Beessn's
that
$iKfiOOft
Conscientious Americans,
tn
einnnnn
.n.t
cials and private citizens and thus
outlined
After the lecture
Plans
Early and late,
Thev will begin at once the
learn to look at questions from every
They gave you the name
chose to show
was
committee
a
one
dormitories,
nothing
of
the
is
There
erection of two
Of "Old Glory."
Beeson
Prof.
Ft. Sumner
what
Govenor
underhanded schemer about
for boys and one for girls, to
Ray L. Showaltek.
Curry; pis fault, ii any, is his extreme cost $6000 each, the main college had to offer as inducement for
Even with the press, it
frankness.
the location of his college here.
page booklet, en was demonstrated during the legisla building to cost $30,000 to $50, The committee consists
A neat, thirty-twof M. R.
cost
to
home3
titled "Fort Sumner,
tive session, he is very open and 000, two club
n,
McCanne,
D.
Baker,
J.
0.
conhas been issued by the Fort Sumner revealed to its representatives every $2,500 to $5,000 each, and a
L.
C.
A.
VanHecke,
J.
or al
Townsite Company, and several thous executive move contemplated
vuicit f pnat. $95.
ington Wm. A. Hunter,
and of them have been distributed ready made. Naturally, he is better
He says they North
$40,000.
000
to
throughout the East and
Deen and John S.
understood perhaps, than any of his
y'evl
donawhose
adherents
of
The booklet portrays Fort Sumner and predecesors, and fewer mistakes are a score
iayl0!will
run
her surroundings and resources as they made in judging him or commenting tions to the college fund

LOCALETTES

Gur invitation

OLD GLORY.

vi
Once each week wepay for this space
for the privalege only of inviting you
once again to become a depositor of
our bank.
The person who reads about us
fifty-tw- o
times a year ought to know

is

us at least

fifty-tw- o

the
W will get title to our lots
jiiear future.
IIWII ililllill1ITWnTW""ga
Govenor Curry stated to the editor
'of the Review thig week that W. M.
Reed, Chief Engineer of the Reclama
tion Service for New Mexico, has recThe Reply to Jame Whitcomb Riley's commended the restoration of this land
"Old Glory, " delivered at the July 4th to market, with the view of making it
Thí fiovpnor
by the author Kay U a íTlsiviimniorit Tnurnuiri
exercises
ShowalteA
further stated that Mr. Ballinger.
Secretarv of the Interior, was ready
Old Red, White and Blue,
this land as soon
n wiiiintr ta
corner;
With thcjir-spangleas the recommendations reached him
Colors suiteHno silk,
through the Reclamation office.
Flagstaff's greatest adomer;
The govenor said there was no doubt
Through process of peace,
but the iands would be ready for us to
And
gory.

times better than

if he had read of us but once. The
better he knows us the more likely he
is to like us and our business methods.
Your account, large or small, is urgently solicited and respectfully

invited.

The First National Bank,

d

battle-field-

!,.

s,

view-Doin- t.

of Fort

Sumner, N. M.

o

Ear-ickso-

Middle-wes-

Kemp Lumber Co.
FOR ALL KINDS OF

luilding Máterial,

Paints and
Builders Hardware
Local Manager.

EARiCKSON & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO
A. B. HARRIS.
DEALERS IN

Boots and Shoes,

Gent's Furnishing Goods,
Furniture,

Hardware,

Groceries, Hay and Feed,

Farming Impliments and Wagons,
We have just received a NEW and COMPLETE
line of LADIES and GENTS FURNISHINGS.

'I

than would be the fase
The many friends of Miss Carrie
were he less frank, were he scheming EARISON-ROBISO- N
That the
Bullock wiH bé indeed sorry to learn
and plotting in the dark.
that her health is such that she has
oieetng of district attorneys is recog MARRIAGE.
been compelled to res'gn her positioa
Hannibal
nized as a good and wise move, is apFrances
Miss
by
of
comment
marriage
following
The
with Blankenship & Co.
parent from the
Henry
William
Mr.
in
and
Robinson
Miss Bullock is a charming young
Will Robinson, "the Tenderfoot,"
last
solemnized
Register-TribunEarickson was quietly
lady, deservedly popular and can onlj
the Roswtll
the
o
CTht
9
clock
at
meeti.liiivfithi at
Curry has called a
count her friends by the number of her
"Goy.-noof the home of the bride's uncle, Mr. ' Robert acquaintances.
ing of i the district-attorneyThe store loses a valustreet.
able clerk who will be missed by all
Robinson on South Fifth
The surest and eaisest way to cure a Territory to meet during the dog day
lady
young
...
putrurmrf the establishntknt.
cough or cold is by gently and freely t consider the better eniorcement o Whiie the friends of the
engagement,
moving the bowels. Bees Laxative Cough t :e laws, including those relating tc had long known of her
for the news of
Syrup is plesant, stops tlia cougng and S'Jnday closing, gambling and selling they were unprepared
A. B. Harris is busy recti v kg the
evening, only
quickly relieves the coid by allaying con- liquor to minore, and a'.so a closer col the quiet wedding of last
to witness the Lor.gmore, Abreu and Sandoval clips
gestion and by pleat a.itly and promptly lection of taxes. The bunch are to get relatives being present
out of the city of about 60,000 pounds which were
moving the bowels. Sold by Sunnyside together at the Ancient in August and ceremony, those from
t.-to stiffen up the moral sense of the being Mrs. J. F. Kistler and daughter, cently purchased by D. Hart of Di!
Drug Co. '
and Rio, Texas. This is til extra quality
people on these matters by means of a Miss Margaret of Delta, Colo
Laws are Miss Nannie Buchanan of Munroe City. wool and brought top prices.
stuffed club, and it is well.
mide to be enforced, and it is a sad Rev. John Davis officiated and the
A committee of ladies composed of
commentary on the Territory that such wedding was very simple, there being
g
The Review made inquiry last week a conclave is necessary, especially so in no attendants. The bride wore a
Mrs. Childs, Miss Gernardt and Mrs.
midSecretary
of
H.
former
Parker,
of W.
Ridsdale have been very bupy tlss week
suit and the couple left at
the last clause of the indictment, that
the Board of Control, what he had done relating to taxes.
In some of the night cn a wedding trip though the arranging for a social for the benefit of
had
he
lot
with the 50 cents on each
counties tax collection is largely a mat- Aestdrn states and thence for their the Union church tuilding to be give
given certificates for since October, ter of favoritism, and inm ghtly few oí future home at Ft. Sumner. New Mex- next Tuesday evening July 20. Mrs.
1907. At the same time the Review them is there any attempt at an hone t ico.
Lillian I. McKinney has charge of the
asked George Murphy, Chairman of the redition.
Such conditions have on y
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and musical programme, which insures a
Board, and Mr. Parker for what pur one effect upon the minds of the great Mrs. Thomas Robimon, but has always success. Tlie ladies will serve refreshpose they had drawn $50,00 out of the outside, upon whom the conviction is made her home with heruncle and ments and a good time is promised t
Contigent Fund; the Review stating at forced that we should fit ourselves for aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Robinson, all. Come everybady and help out a
the same time that its columns were
before we ask for it who have no children, and her lovable worthy cause.
open for an explanation.
It would take a braver man than I to disposition has made her to them all
She is a
Neither of the gentlemen have this say that we are fit for it when these that a daughter cou'd be.
Recent experience has emphasized
far offei ed any explanation.
conditions remain in such shape that a youngwoman of refinement and culture,
From the bank statement and the conference of the prosecuting staff is and beautiful face and her unassuming the crying need of a business men's
We musthave a duly
records kept by Mr. Parker, it appears necessary to consider it."
manners make her friends wherever organization.
"Booster's Club" which can
that he (Parker) has received consider
She possesses many accom- she goes.
able money from the lots he has given
nlisments and is a graduate ot Chris-- 1 take in hand such propositions as Prof.
Beeson is now offering.
certificates for, and the bank statetian college, Columbia, Mo.
Ft. Sumner needs a commercial club
young
ment shows that he has not deposited
The groom is a prominent
the same, therefore he must have the
business man of Ft. Snmner, New and needs it right away. Other ton
money, and as a demand has been
Mevico. where he is engaged in the of less importance have their forces
made upon him to turn over any and
for
merchandise business, and is organized and go alter industries in a
has
general
that
plant
The big pumping
way.
all property belonging to the people, he some time been plumed by the Fort altogether worthy of the young lady systematic, business-lik- e
Individual boosting helps, but a
should come in with the money or Sumner Land and Development Co., is whose heart and hand he has won.
thoroughly organized movemennt will
stand as a defaulter.
now will under wty. Contract for t íe
Now as to the $50,00 checked out on foinlation has bem
e; to Da-B. Blankenship has been in town for
the 2nd day of April, 1909, the people Smith, and the fiist ship r.ent of mater- the past few days looking after nisi""
"
are' especially anxious to know who ial, a car of steel pipe, arrived and was
business interests.
got it and for what purpose it was unloaded this week
Daid out. The columns of the Review
The plant will be located in a buildside
are still open to these gentlemen for an ing 35x40 feet, at the north-we- st
it.
explanation and we want
nf Lake Sumner and will fill a smaller
lake and supply the High Line Canal.
A 75 horse power producer gas generator will drive an Eclipse turbine pump
discharge 5000 gallons of water per
With this issue we commence Vol and
through 800 feet of 21 inch steel
ume No. 2 of the Review, and we take minute
this occasion to sav that the Review pipe.
This engine is especially built for
feels pretty proud of its growth tor a
power and will supply the
youngster, and thanks its many loyal generating
both light and power.
with
town
has
it
patronage
for
the
supporters
What we
received at their, hands.
Mr. D. J. Eichoff and G. M. McKinhave accomplished has been done by ney of Chicago, arrived on Tuesday and
Cold
faithful adherence to the best interest report exciting experiences in the
brought
All
They
county.
of this community and
wreck at Emporia, Kans.
The patrons of the paper must re- with them Mr. James Blac.law and
Our Goods Are Fresh.
member that it takes money to run a wife and Mrs. Mclnnes of Rockford,
SOlicit yOUr Qur Stock U Complete.
newspaper and we trust that they will Ills. Mrs. Blacklaw and Mrs. Mclnnes
appreciate what we have done and are will remain for some time but urgent
Mr. Blacklaw's
Hnimr tn nromote the best interest of Winooa demanded
ur Dru Are Pure
because-They will rememDer attention and he returned east i nursoay
all concerned.
for.
give you what you
We
that the subscription price is very Mr Walter W. Carr of Chicago, also
reasonable and those whose time have accompanied the party and will remain
expired are respectfully solicited to a week or
their subscriptions.
on his acts,

Pumping Plant

FORT SUMNER, N. M.

Dry Goods,

'

are to day and at the same time br'nga
out in an interesting manner, an idea!
that can be easily reached by a little
an J paticence.
The booklet was wriit;n and edited
by L. C. Van Hecke, who is now acting as manager of the Townsite Com
pany with oScts at D. J. kcCanr.e s
cottage.

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

Under Way.

OUR BIRTHDAY.

Drugs and Medicines,
Toilet Goods,

Perfumery.

Ice

i

SUNNYSIDE TIN SHOP
WATER TANKS,

GUTTERING,

WELL CASING. FLUES and STOVE PIPE

MADE TO ORDER.
WINDMILL WORK "A SPECIALITY."
Gasoline
"ANN ARBOR"
Acent for the Celebrated
J. A. NORTH1NGTON, Prop.

hi
I

f

tí

s

9.9 9

"Prices Right."
Harry W. NAYLOR,

t.

Lights.

Soaps, Brushes,
And Syringes.
Drinks and Choice Candies
Kinds.
Of

We

trade

:
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.
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That kidnaped girl who returned
ber own accord should claim tha
000 reward.
When will automobiltsts learn that
reckless Joy ride generally means
eath so some one?
Maybe up on Mars they regard the

jarth as such small potatoes that they
lersr look this way.
News that the tur crop has been a
iihire In the far west is not worrying
e women ot the east.

FA

-

he way of the smuggler, when he
f'ound out. is fully as hard as that
the ordinary transgressor.

,

iiKortunatey the crop of peach
,
liats has not been in the least
spoiled by the frosts of criticism.
Oh, well, dandelions are such pretty
things that it's a shame to get a
backache digging 'em out of the
lawn.
Often a man will think very little
of the hereafter until his time comes
to die, and then he can think of nothing else.

Existence of one "popular" song can
be

forgiven

for preventing

a

"big

time" for the physician and the undertaker.
Turkey knew she could not possibly get a worse sultan than Abdul
Hamid, and the masses, therefore,
comed a change.

wel-

A New York Jury valued a broker's
$1.000 each. With false ones
costing only $20 a set some one can
knock out all of ours.

teeth at

Now they say the meat packers are
going into the business of manufacturing shoes. It would be just like them
to hog the whole thing.
Astronomers are now basing their
hopes on the assumption that Mars is
as well advanced in telescopes as it
appears to be in canals.

Great Britain has established a food
Inspection bureau after the American
plan. It has still to learn the value
laws, however.
of strict pure-fooA Norwegian

inventor

sends type-

writing by wireless. In the past only
the thrilling glances of the blonde
typist could be sent in this manner.
difference between high and
s
is that the domestic
of the former end In the divorce
sourt and of the latter in the police court.
One

low society

Anything that will tend to make Ice
gream healthy and harmless should be
Welcomed.
It may also be time to
take recognition of the fact that you
can't gauge the purity of soda water
by the fizzing noise it makes.

There seems to be an increasing
tendency to restrict athletics at colleges and universities in favor of
scholastic work. As If any interest
would be taken In the higher education with record-breakinchampionship trophies
curriculum.

teams and
cut out of the

It was announced in the Delgaln
parliament that the government has

no power to stop King Leopold from
selling works of art, treasures, etc.
The prospect, however, of getting rid
of the old monarch by voluntary retirement ought to strike the people as
a good return on the investment.

It has been discovered that "smuggling trunks" with false bottoms are
manufactured in Paris expressly for
the American trade. One of these,
belonging to a wealthy Boston woman, was seized by the customs officers
in New York and found to conceal
$3,000 worth of handsome gowns. This
shows that the quickening of the national conscience, of which so much
is being made, Isn't quite swift enough
as yet.
None but the brave deserve the fair,
and Cupid has always taken peculiar
delight In mating the embryo naval
and military heroes with fair brides.
Hence, the recent order that midshipmen must not marry during the six
years of their course is a solar plexus
for the little blind boy, while as for
the president, who signed the bill,
parting so many fondly beating hearts,
he will be denounced by scores of
pouting rosy Hps as "a mean old

thing."
Mr. Wu, who is the Chinese minister at Washington, Is also the accredited representative of his government to Peru. He Is going to that
country to present his credentials, and
Incidentally will open negotiations
looking to the establishment of diplomatic relations between China and
other South American countries. This
Is Indicative of China's new and progressive policy. And Mr. Wu may be
counted on as a potent factor in extending Chinese relations with contemporary nations.

The British admiralty Is planning
what will be the greatest naval display in the history of the world. Three
hundred and fifty ships, built for every
branch of naval service, have been ordered to assemble for a month of sham
fighting. The scene of the demonstration has not been announced, but it is
believed it will be off the coast of
Scotlau3. Wherever these shipa may
assemble, the maneuvering will constitute an exhibition of strength and
efficiency of application such as has
never before been witnessed on an?

CONDENSATION
OF FRESH NEWS
DIS.
IMPORTANT
THE LATEST
PATCHE8 PUT INTO 8HORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

STORY

OF

THE

WEEK

PROGRESS OP
HOWINO THE
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
FOREIGN LANDS.
WESTERN NEWS.
miles an hour
A speed of eighty-fivin the straight stretch was shown by
s
big
racing
cars
in
the
the
s
miles
around the eight and
course at Santa Monica, Calif.
The convention of the National Education Association at Denver was not
a success in point of numbers, only
about 6,000 being in attendance, when
10,000 to 15,000 had been expected.
Five thousand dollars for each lost
toe on his left foot, or $25,000 in all,
was the verdict of the jury at Butte,
Mont., in the $30,000 damage suit of
Frank H. Knuckey, a miner, against
the Butte Electric Hailway Company.
Lightning and tornado losses are unusually heavy in the central West this
summer. One Des Moines insurance
company recently received 200 claims
in a single mail from policyholders in
the vicinity of Storm Lake and
Iowa, in June.
Ira W. La Munyon, said to be the
last survivor of the mass meeting held
in Jackson, Mich., July 6, 1851, when
the Republican party was formed, and
the oldest member of that party in
point of service, died at his home In
Denver on the 7th inst. from the effects of a stroke of apoplexy.
The Supreme Court of Missouri has
refused the Equitable, Metropolitan and
Prudential Life Insurance Companies
a re hearing of the case refusing them
a license to do business in the state
because of the statute which prohibits
the payment of $50,000 salary to any
officer. They will appeal to the United
States Supreme Court.
Judge Clifford, of the Superior Court,
Tacoma, Wash., has declared the new
law of that state to be
unconstitutional, on the grounds that
It is in conflict with the provisions of
law. The
the interstate commerce
court holds that while the state may
regulate the sale of gny article of commerce by exercise of its police ,,owers
It must not attempt to nullify a federal statute.
Frea Warren, business manager of
the Appeal to Reason, a Socialist paper published at Girard, Kan., has
been sentenced to six months in jail
and a fine of $1,500 by Federal Judge
Pollock. Warren was convicted for
alleged violation of the postal regulations in sending through the mails a
printed offer of a reward of $1,000 to
anyone who would kidnap
William S. Taylur of Kentucky and
return him to that state.
Delegates
No. 22,
from District
United Mine Workers of America,
which covers the entire Wyoming
coal mining district, and representatives of the operators
reached an
upon wage scales and
agreement
working conditions for the year beginning September 1st, at a joint conference at Ogden July 2d. The same
which were
scale and conditions
agreed upon in Cheyenne last year
will continue in force until September
1, 1910.

Private tests have been made at Victoria, B. C, of an airship which the
Inventor, William Gibson, a mechanical engineer, wagered $1.000 will carry
him safely to Seattle, a distance of
sixty-fiv- e
miles, within half an hour,
when he Is ready for the flight and
do the Victoria to San Francisco flight
within five hours. The craft, now almost completed, is a monoplane, sixty-fiv- e
feet long and radically different
from other designs, having a width of
only fourteen feet.
Dr. Henry Sewell, who recently relumed to Denver from a visit to England and France, where he Investigated the methods that have been
adopted to combat tuberculosis, asserts that the crying need of Colorado
in general and Denver in particular
Is a hospital conducted for, and In
which could be housed, the Invalid
consumptives who are unable to work
and thus keep them off the streets and
out of the parks, and prevent the
spread of the disease.
GENERAL NEWS.
An automobile Hue has been established to transport passengers from
ocean liners landing at Havre to
Paris, France. The cars can he enbefore steamers
gaged by wireless
reach port.
At the American Whist Congress at
Niagara, N. V., the national whist
championship for the year 1909-191was awarded to Kelly and Gilman, representing the American Whist Club of
Boston.
Practically all the members of the
were the
In London
royal family
guests at Dorchester House, on the occasion of the dinner and dance given
by the American ambassador and Mrs.
Whitelaw Reld in honor of the King
and Queen and Princess Victoria.
Fire started by lightning in one of
tanks of the Ohio
the 35,000-barrOil Company at Martinsville, Ind., on
the 6th inst was brought under control by puncturing the tank with a
cannon shot, mos. of the oil being
drained out. This prevented an

At New York City, July 4th, Daniel
n
Ath-1- "
A. Hearne of the
tic Club established a new American
record of 50 feet, 1
inches for the'
hop, step and Jump and two hops and
jump.
An appeal in behalf of absolute freedom of trade between all nations was
Issued July 4th to "the citizens ot the
United States" by Tom L. Johnson,
Charles Francis Adams, James H.
David Starr Jordan and others.
The president declared in his speech
at Burlington, Vt., that the Champlain
celebration would fill a unique place in
history as the memorial of renewed
expression of the amity between Great
Britain, France and the United States.
The United States Circuit Court of
Appeals, in a decision handed down
at San Francisco, has sustained the
constitutionality of the federal enactments providing that cattle or sheep
in transit by rail must be watered and
fed every twenty-eigh- t
hours.
The United States government has
begun another suit in New York
against the American Sugar Refining
Company as a corporation, six of its
directors and two prominent lawyers.
The indictment contains
fourteen
counts, alleging conspiracy
in restraint of trade.
Revolutionists, supported by a portion of the regular army stationed at
Barranquilla, on the 7th inst., deposed
General Rafael Reyes as president of
Columbia and proclaimed Gonzales
Reyes, foreValencia his successor.
seeing the end of his reign, re cently
fled to London.
On the third day of the celebration
of the three hundredth anniversary of
the discovery of Lake Champlain the
principal speech was made at Bluff
Point, N. Y., by President Taft. Ad
dresses were also made by Ambassadors Jusserand of France and Bryce of
Great Britain.
General, the Marquis de Gallifet, for
mer minister of war of France, died
at Paris on the 8th inst. He was 78
years old and made a brilliant record
in the Crimean, Mexican and African
wars. He commanded
the troops
which put down the communists in

TAFT OUTLINES

PLAIN TALK.

e-

DENVER PACK!:.

WESTERN TRIP

HOUSE INDUSTRY

15TH
WILL START SEPTEMBER
AND HAS PUT COLORADO
ON HIS ROUTE.

NEARLY FOUR HUNDRED THOU- -'
J
SAND CATTLE
RECEIVED
ft
AT DENVER MARKET.

TAKES IN SEATTLE FAIR

"I think she's
"Oh, don't say that!
hers is bad enough!"

double-faced!-

TO MEET PRESIDENT

DIAZ AT EL
PASO, AND RETURN THROUGH
THE SOUTH.

DREADFUL

MOSTLY PASS THROUGH

"

One face Ilk

DANDRUFF.

GREAT BENEFITS THAT WOULD
ACCRUE TO STATE BY SLAUGHTERING THEM IN COLORADO.

Feared Lost
Girl's Head Encrusted
of All Her Hair Baby Had Milk-Cruwere received and weighed at
Missionary'
Wife Madt theThere
Washington.
President
Taft has
Denver market in 1908, 395,104
given an outline of the tentative plans
head of cattle. The excess hides from
Two Perfect Cure by Cutlcura.
for his trip through the West and
these over and above what were used
in the home tannery amounted to 227
South this fall.
years
my
husband cars of green and 44 cars of dry hides
"For several
The president has abandoned all
was a missionary in the Southwest shipped to eastern markets to be
idea of visiting Alaska this feV, largely owing to the fact thatXcWs. Taft Every one in that high and dry at- tanned into leather and reshipped to
It
in the finished product.
will not be able to go with him. Upon mosphere has more or less trouble Coloradological
to conclude that if our
with dandruff and my daughter's scalp seems
his arrival here from Massachusetts
of
in
manufacture
home
factories
the
became so encrusted with it that I
the president received word from Bevgoods, such as shoes, harness,
was alarmed for fear she would lose leather
erly that Mrs. Taft was rapidly imtrunks, valises, art leather, belts, susall
her hair. After trying various rem- penders, etc., were given preference
proving in health. The president feels,
however, that it would be too much edies, In desperation I bought a cake over the Imported articles that it
of a strain upon his wife to ask her of Cutlcura Soap and a box of Cutl- would not be necessary to ship hides
to go on the long Western trip this cura Ointment. . They left the scalp to eastern markets to be made into
clean and free from leather.
fall, which will occupy about two beautifully
The Denver tannery at present emdandruff, and I am happy to say that
months.
Cuticura
the
Remedies were a com- ploys fifteen men at an average wage
As soon as the tariff bill has been
I have also used suc- of $2.25 per day. It should be possible
acted on by the president, Mr. Taft plete success.
this to 150 men with an
cessfully
Cuticura
the
Remedies for to Increase
will leave Washington for Beverly. He
annual payroll disbursement of $102,- 'milk-crus- t'
on baby's head. 1(j3
will remain there until September 15
Mrs. J. A.
his
birthday when he Cutlcura is a blessing.
Denver and Colorado packers are
Darling, 310 Fifth St., Carthage, Ohio, rapidly increasing
their distributive
holies, If Mrs. Taft continues to im1908."
20,
Jan.
territory and a brief history of this
prove, to begin his Western journey.
may prove Ingreat
Drug
Corp.,
commercial
Caem.
Props.,
factor
ft
Sole
Boston.
The president will head directly Pott.
teresting. The packing Industry in Denfrom Beverly to Seattle, stopping for
ver was commenced in the year 1872,
Time io Change Subject.
brief visits en route at Denver, Salt
The Courier-Journa- l
tells of this at which time the firm of Hoffer
Lake and Spokane. After visiting the
Brothers established a small plant in
exposition
the embarrassing statement made by a this city. In lt7t the plant was taken
Louisville woman who Is over by Walters, Aicher and Walters,
president will swing down to the
Southwest, stopping for a time at known as "saying things without and a short time afterwards this plant
thinking."
Her daughter was enter- was in turn taken over by the Stand11 be the guest
Portland, where he
Paris.
of Senator Jonathan Bourne, and go- taining a young man on the front ard Meat and Live Stock Company, and
The insurance commissioner of Mis ing thence to San Francisco, where he porch and the mother was standing by them operated to the present day.
In 1882 Smith Brothers of Denver
sissippi does not want anything to do will spend several days. Leaving San at the fence talking to the neighbors
near the present
with any matrimonial Insurance comFrancisco the president will go direct next door. In the yard of the latter built a small plant purpose
of killing
yards for the
stock
was
baby
year
a
old,
a
a
little over
panies and has turned down the ap to Los Angeles, where he will stop for
on a considerable
and It was trying to walk. "You hogs and carried
plication of one domiciled at Vicks-several days with his sister.
afterand
of
this
character
business
burg, and which wanted
to insure
From Los Angeles the president shouldn't let it walk so young," ad- wards Incorporated
the slaughtering
births and marriages for small sums will go to San Diego and then go into vised the thoughtless matron. "Wait of cattle and sheep. This plant is now
as one of its attractive features.
Arizona and New Mexico, the last re until it's a little older. I let my owned and operated as the Denver
Charlotte Gialphe, who has been a maining territories which soon are to daughter walk when she was about Packing and Provision Company.
In 1885 Burkhardt Brothers opened
Voluntary Yorkville "jail trusty" for be admitted to the Union. If the that age, and it made her
a small plant of their own. In 1888
five years, was taken to Bellevue hos- - ' weather is pleasant and his eigage-ment- s The young man began to talk energetically
the
first of the large plants was inaugabout
the
weather.
pital, New York, insane, the prison
permit, the president hopeB to
urated under the name and style of
attaches say, because of the death of visit the Yosemite valley before going
Colorado Packing and Provision
tne
The Same Old John L.
Reuben, the jail mascot, a handsome to Los Angeles.
Company. Mr. Henry Gebhardt estabOld John L. Sullivan always had a lished
Coming out of Old Mexico, the presiMaltese cat, which was the woman's
this plant and operated it until-constant and only companion for the dent will stop for a time at El Paso, fine Irish wit, and it remains with him
year ago, when he turned the manwhere he expects to meet President in his advanced age. Not long ago hr) agement over to his son Charles. In
last two years.
was appearing in a Baltimore theater 1894 Smith and Brothers opened anAt Norwich, Conn., on the 7th inst. Diaz ot Mexico. Mr. Diaz and PresiIn
Capt. Thomas S. Baldwin, in the air- - dent Taft have never met. The Mexi- and the manager, for business rea- other small plant, which is still
,.
operation.
ship California Arrow, made a succes-- can president wrote recently to the sons. Introduced him to a wealthy
In 1903 the largest plant of them all.
vouth nf the town. The vnnth war n
minutes. He White House suggesting a conference
ful flight of twenty-liv- e
Company,
Packing
typical chollyboy, the sort of a speci-- ' the, w,f stf"
rose to an altitude of 1,000 feet and at El Paso, and President Taft replied
by Denver
men that old John abhors. Sullivan capitalized and managed
covered a distance of five miles, pass-- tdday that he would be delighted to
capital and men. Mr. Claude Boett- n
directly over the center of the meet the Mexican executive a!out was washing his face In the theater cher being the active working mana- city, coming from the fair grounds, October 15, the meeting depending, of dressing room when the two arrived. ger of this plant, which has grown to
course, upon the president's ability to and they waited patiently until he had magnificent proportions. In 1903 the
two miles distant.
finished his ablutions.
When John Coffin Packing & Provision Company
make the Western trip.
A force of
experienced
detectives
up a very successful
had dried his countenance he gave the also opened
After his stop at El Paso the presiof
In
guard
vicinity
on
the
has been
dent will visit San Antonio, where he dude one look, and then said to the slaughtering and packing business,
the New York Stock Exchange fol- - will inspect Fort Sam Houston. Mr. manager: "Well, I congratulate you, which is under the management of W.
N. W. Blayney, president. This makes
lowing the receipt by the police of a Taft, while secretary of war, was deep- Jack, is it a boy or a girl?"
In all six packing plants located
letter which threatened that between ly Impressed with this post and was
The aggreat the stock yards.
Friday and Tuesday
the exchange instrumental in building it up to Its
Next Best.
In
gate
employes
number
of
would be blown up with dynamite. present importance.
A certain young minister in PhilaAfter visiting
1,700
is about
these six plants
The authorities finally concluded thai Austin and Dallas, Texas, the presi- delphia, recently ordained, is still very men. The average wage, about $3.00
the letter was probably written by a dent expects to spend several days on nervous and sometimes his remarks per day. Say that 1,500 of these men
harmless crank.
the ranch owned by his brother, C. P. do not convey exactly the meaning he are heads of families, with an averAn attempt to assassinate the Rev. Taft, at Corpus Chrlsti, near Brownsintended. A few Sundays ago he rose, age family of four, one can arrive at
Joseph F. Gillis, a priest connected ville.
fumbled with the papers on his desk, the figure that they represent in the
population of the city.
with St. Mary's cathedral, was made
Continuing east the president will blushed, and then said:
The following statistics show the re"My Friends: I I am sorry to say
at Burlington, Vt., on the 6th Inst. as stop at Houston and go to New Orceipts
of live stock at the Denver Unthe priest was on his way to celebrate leans to attend the meeting of the that I have lost the notes for my serStock Yards in 1908, and the nummass at St. Mary's academy. The po- Deep Waterways congress, the date of mon, and I therefore cannot deliver ion
slaughtered by Colorado packing
ber
lice arrested Miss Beatrice Thompson, which will be fixed to suit his con- it. I will have to do the next best plants. The balance were shipped to
thing, therefore, and read a few chap- eastern markets to be handled through
an artist, aged forty, charging her venience.
with assault with intent to kill l'y
After attending the convention, Mr. ters from thelilble!" Illustrated Sun the packing houses at St Louis and
Chicago and reshipped to Colorado in
shooting.
Taft wants to stop for a time In the day Magazine.
the finished product:
The Supreme Court of the state of Bayou Teche country of Louisiana, the
Totals for Year 1908.
ORIGIN
San Luis Potosí, Mexico, has con- land of Evangeline and Arcadia. From
Slaugh- - Shipped
Of a Famous Human Food.
firmed the death sentence of Darlo there the president will go to JackReceipts, tered.
out.
Gonzales, millionaire, who was con- son, Miss, thence to Montgomery,
395,164
68,600
326,564
Cattle
The story of the great discoveries Calves
victed of the murder of his brother-in-law- , Birmingham r.nd Macon. From Ma39,857
15,200
24,657
280,288
Manuel Iturre, the wealthy son con the president will go "home" to or inventions is always of interest.
Hogs
278,800
1,488
An active brain worker who found Sheep
94,100
581,135
675.235
The court also is- Augusta to have a game or two of
of an American.
Total number of cars received
sued a decree requiring Gonzales to golf on the links where he spent much himself hampered by lack of bodily
pay to the widow of the man he mur- time last winter. Leaving Augusta, strength and vigor and could not carry 18,675.
There are, as stated above, six packthe president goes to Savannah and out the plans and enterprises he knew
dered $200,000 damages.
there begins his northward how to conduct, was led to study va- ing andyardsslaughtering plants at the
By a vote of 224 to 24, the church from
stock
with a capacity to handle
council in London, which was attended flight to the White house, stopping at rious foods and their effects upon the three times the quantity that is Blaugh-ere- d
system.
In other words, beby the leading bishops, clergy and lay- Wilmington, N. C, and Richmond, Va. human
at
here
the present time, and
fore he could carry out his plans he Colorado packers
men of the Church of England, deare ready to enlarge
New York. John D. Rockefeller
had
find
a
to
food
carry
would
that
their plants and increase their capacclared that marriage to a deceased Friday increased his donations to the
along and renew his physical and ity for supplying the demand as rapidhim
legalized
recently
in
wife's sister,
general education board by a gift of
ly as necessity requires, and Colorado
Kngland, was contrary to the moral $10,000,000 and also released the board mental strength.
i
He knew that a food which was a people are the market channel that
rules of the church and to the prin- from the obligation to hola in perpedepend on for distribution to
they
nerve
and
brain
builder
(rather
than
Further- tuity
ciples of the Scriptures.
the funds contributed by him.
maintain and
the prosperity
more, the use of the prayer book In The gift brings. Mr. Rockefeller's do- a mere fat maker) was universally of the packing increase
house industry in our
He knew that meat with the
the services solemnizing such mar- nations to the general education board needed.
home
state.
riages was reprobated in the strongest to $52,000,000. It was contributed, ac- average man does not accomplish the
The purchase of food products
dedesired results.
He kner that the
terms.
cording to Chairman F. T. GateB of the soft gray substance in brain and pends largely upon the lady of the
house,
cooperation
her
earnestand
is
hoard, because the income available nerve centers is made from Albumen
ly solicited in aiding the Colorado
NEWS FROM WASHINGTON.
for appropriation had been exhausted,
and Phosphate of Potash obtained Manufacturer's Association in their
impormeet
to
from food. Then he started to solve campaign for greater loyalty to Colocuston and a larger income
Following a
the problem.
rado made goods.
in respect to its employes, the Sen- tant educational needs had become
emaction
Rockefeller's
necessary.
Mr.
Another matter for consideration.
Careful and extensive experiments
ate has voted six months' salary to the
successors
and
powering
its
board
,
the
Grape-Nutsis annually shipped Into ColoThere
evolved
the now famous
widow of Its late chaplain, Dr. Edward
principal
of
16,000,000 pounds or 800 carloads
funds
tbe
to
rado
distribute
food.
It contains the brain and nerve
Everett Hale.
Think
contributed by him upon the affirma- building food elements in condition of packing house products.
Representative Spight of Mississippi tive vote ot
what it would mean if our Colorado
s
of its members, for easy digestion.
could have this amount add-e- d
has introduced a bill to prevent undei was said to. have been taken in conThe result of eating Grape-Nu- t
to their output. As stated before,
manning and unskilled manning ol sideration of the possibility, now re- daily is easily seen in a marked sturdi-nes- s
an Increase In the production necessi- - ,
The measure has mote, that at some future time the
American vessels.
marked activity of the brain tates a corresponding increase in numand
the approval of the International Sea- purpose of the Rockefeller foundation
and nervous system, making it a ber of employes, which adds to the
might become obsolete.
men's Union of America.
'
pleasure for one to carry on the dally Tin.vrolls for distribution at home.
piece bearing the
The quality of hogs slaughtered In
The new
Immense Fleet Gathered.
duties without fatigue or exhaustion.
Grape-Nut- s
head of President Lincoln will be IsProvincetown, Mass. There He li
food is in no sense a C "lorado is equal if not superior to
sued from the mint at Philadelphia the harbor of Provincetown and near- stimulant but is simply food which any slaughtered in the United Statrf'fc
Colorado, Kansas and Nebraska belnv
by waters the largest and most not- renews and replaces the dally waste our source of supply,
beginning August 1st next.
the pigs are
During the fiscal year Just closed able fleet of warships ever assembled of brain and nerves.
raised on alfalfa and fattened on corn,
under the Stars and
Is charming and being givng a fine grain to the meat.
duty
Savour
Its
for
active
The
in
our foreign commerce decreased
Stripes. Every vessel Is in readiness fully and thoroughly cooked at the meat is more firm and better grade
compared for practice maneuvers which will tax factory it is served Instantly
round figures $100,000,000
hogs
with than that of
raised further east.
with the same period of the previous tke Ingenuity and skill of the foremost cream.
The same In true of western fed beef.
The signature of the brain worker In fact, Colorado produces the equal
year, according to a preliminary gov- naval minds of the country for the
fourpoken of, C. W. Post, Is to be seen on In grades of beef, veal, pork and muternment report just Issued. There next month. The vessels incAdetorpedo
ton of any country In the world.
cruisers,
battleships,
genuine package of Grape-Nu- t.
teen
each
was an increase in imports of
The question of cattle feeding Is also
Look In pkgs. for the ramous little one
boats, submarines, refrigerator ship,
that will have to be taken up by
but our exports suffered a ma tender and supply ships, numbering book, "The Road
to WellviUe." the live
stock men and farmers of this
fifty-fouteria) dwrease of about $200,000,000
all told.
"There's reason."
aectlon.
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A NEW FAST TRAIN.
Socorro

Cheiftain.

It is announced that the Santa
Fe will put on a fast mail and
express train between Chicago
and Los Angeles by way of the
Belen cut-othat will cut down
the present schedule between
those two points nineteen hours.
The train will carry no passengers, so as to avoid the loss of
time caused by letting passengers
on and off.

THE NEWEST

LINE OF

DRY

GOODS, THE

CLEANEST STOCK OF GROCERIES, BEST

ff

ON THE ANXIOUS SEAT.
It was announced by a
minster recently that on the following Sunday he would preach
on "Hell and Who Will Be There.
Before Sunday cam 3 he had
received letters from several
lawyers, two merchants and one
doctor, three women and the
justice of the peace, threatening
to sue him for slander if he
mentioned their names. Ex.

HARDWARE AND IMPLEMENTS

We Get Our Goods in Carload Lots and Sell Them at
Living Prices. Dry Goods, Groceries, Hardware, Etc.,
Have Just Been Received.

The House That Handles Everything

Dry Farming Increases
New Mexico Resources.
Agricultural College, N. M.,
July 10. New Mexico is becoming f ami us for the agricultural
resources which have been developed during the last few years
and, in addition to the preparat- ions by the territorial authorities
tfor an exhibit at the Internation- -'
Exposition of Dry Farm
Products at Billings, Mont., Oct1909, there will be a
ober
number of iudi vidual exhibits and
many farmers have declared their
i.itention of going to Billings to
tell their experience at the Fourth Dry Farming congress, OctoIn a recent issue of
ber
the Gallup, N. M., Republican,
the editor stated that while the
territory was deeply indebted to
her mineral, livestock and wool
resources for her prosperity,
farming interests are largely
represented and many sections
of New Mexico are ideal for farm-inHe says:"The dry farmer
is a new factor in the life of New
Mexico, who has entered it within the last few years and with
general success. A dry farmer
is a man who, ia a region of rainfall under 25 inches annually,
cultivates the land that has, in
the past, been deemed worthless
and conserves the moisture so
that it is sufficient for his crop.
These farmers have met with
most flattering success and add
a new feature to the important
possibilities of the territory."

That Always Carries a Full Supply

bors.
Use different crops. Rotation
is worth something.
Its chief
benefit, however, lies in the fact
that it compels better treatment
of the soil itself by requiring

different kinds of cultivation.
Don't waste the water. Don't
let the field lie fallow. Don't
permit the weeds to suck the life
blood out of the soil.
And it all resolves itself into
the .problem of scientific soil
culture the treatment of the
soil so as to secure a good tilth
and to make a proper seed bed
for the seed and to prevent loss
of moisture. Cultivation looks
to keeping within the soil the
proper amount of moisture, and
air so that the processes of decomposition may continue right
along and thus the storehouse of
soil fertility will be of some use
to the farmer.
Scientific soil
culture means (that the soil is to
be kept up all the time and
avoidance of loss of fertility.
Pinesalve, carbolized, is good
for burns. It penetrates the pores
draws out inflamation, and is
healing. It is also good for cuts,
sores and bruises.
Sold by
Drug Co.

Sun-nysi- de

WE SELL YOU ONLY GOOD GOODS

'

Always Give Ycu Value Received
and Appreciate Your Patronage

26-2-

anKensni p & Co.

g.

at the old stand of KATZ & PARDUE

FORT SUMNER

The Oklahoma
Constitution.
Charles A. Beard, in Political Science.

26-2-

NEW MEXICO

Mr. Bryce has commended to
scholars the study of our state
constitutors on account of their
historic interest and their value
for the science of comparitive
politics. In them, he urges, with
good reason, one may read the
annals of legislative and political
sentiment more easily and more
succintly than in any similar series of of laws in any other coun-r- y.
It may be added that these
fundamental laws are all the
more instructive to the studeut
in practical politics, because they
contain in a large measure the
definite rules of law which are
steadily being devised to meet
concrete problems as social pressure from varions directions
bring them within the scope of
legislation. In fact, it is highly
probable that the political
who considered them in
the abstract would go far astray:
because they mainly reflect the
legal adjustments which have accompanied the material development of our country and are well
nich meaningless to any one not
acouainted with the course of our
economic evolution during the
last century. From this point
nf view, the constitution of the
recently admitted state of Okla
homa possesses a unique interest,
for its framers have searched
wjth great assiduity .among the
fundamental laws and statutes
of other states for the latest in
ventions known to American pol
itics and have worked them into
a voluminous treatise on public
law a mosaic in which the glittering designs of "advanced
democracy" side by side with
patterns of ancient English make.
This remarkable political document has been rather severely
critisised in many quarters on the
ground that it is a radical departure from American principals
One New York
and practice.
newspaper, desiring to cas reflection upon Great Britian for
er

Potatoes
Product of Arizona.

ed at the International Exposition
of Dry Farm Products at Billings,
El Paso Herald.
Mont, during the Fourth Dry
Phoenix, Ariz., July 10. That Farming Congress, October 26
there is promise of this vicinity 28, 1909.
becoming noted for its dry farm
potatoes is shown by the experiPineules are for all kidney, livence of C. V. Jesse, who has a er, bladder, rheumatic and urinahomestead in the Queen Creek ry complaints. They assit in
salt and water with their
section. He has just dug 16 sacks
They act
of as fine specimen ts "spuds" as poisons from the blood. Sunnyside
Sold by
promptly.
are often seen in the territory. Drug Co.
He took a few potatoes with
him one day when he went out
DRY FARMING NOT A
V j to build fence anb logged them
Undertaking.
ground.
did
He
not see Hazardous
t in the
Desert Farmer. Salt Lake.
( the patch until a few days ago A great many comments are
when he went out to dig . them.
running through the eastern
The potatoes had one rain in
papers just now regarding the
April, the only one they had from
dry farming situation. We are
the time of planting until they in full sympathy with a number
were dug. Mr. Jesse will be asked
of the better agricultural papers,
to send a sample of his crop with
principally among which we find
the Arizona exhibit to be display- - Wallace's Farmer, which is
Dry-Far-

of their soil.
Sone things may be suggested
to help. First, .keep live stock
on the farm and feed as much of
the crop as possible. This will
not be a complete solution of the
problem, but it will help a great
deal. Incidental to the keeping
of live stock on the farm, make
good use of the manure. A hint
is enough.
Provide drainage
where drainage is needed, or
where it may be needed very
badly at some special time.
Use. good seed at all.times, not
only as to variety but .as to the
selection of the seed itself and
the care of the seed. Have the
seed tested. Change seed sometimes, getting it from other fields
or exchanging with distant neigh-

m

sep-erati-

,

advising extreme caution in the
matter of dry farming. These
conservative papers take the
ground that this system of
special
requires
agriculture
knowledge and skill, and that if
people attempt to rush into dry
farming, many failures are likely
to result. It is our opinion, however, based on a number of years
of experience, that where the
rules and laws already discovered
are 'intelligently applied, dry
farming is justas safe a business
as is irrigation farming. These
laws, however, cannot be violated
We have been, during the past
month looking over very carefully
results of experiments conducted
at six different localities in this
state, where the average rainfall
is below 14 inches. As a result
of our study of the yields we are
more convinced then ever that

where the proper methods are
observed, dry farming is an
absolutely safe venture. It is
not a hazardous undertaking
provided there is an accurate
knowledge of the conditions and
a strict adherence to the laws
already discovered in relation to
this science.

LOSS OF SOIL FERTILITY.
Campbell's Scientific Farmer.

Of course there is loss of fertility in the soils. Never was a crop

garnered without taking from
the fields something that the soil
gave up to make the stalk, the
leaf and the grain.
Eveay load of hay takes from
the farm some fertility. In each
bushel of corn or wheat is a car-tai- n
amount of the elements of
fertility which is carted away to
This is a continuing
be soW.
process.

But the men who have taken
soil into their great chemical
laboratories have figured out just
how much material there is in the
soil that may turn up some time
as plant food, and it is astonishing to discover that the supply is
very large. Of some of the elements it may fairly be said the
supply is inexhaustible. Of
practically all there is enough.
But despite this, there is complaint and it seems to be growing louder all the time -- that the
soils are being worn out and that
the loss of fertility is such that
soon the farms will be ready for
abandonment. What's the mat-

the

ter?
It

is all in the method of cultivation. Farmers who do good
farming, who cultivate well and
take care of their fields the year
round, are not "viewing with
alarm" the prospective depletion

(continued on page 8.)
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To Make Tea Cloth

Wild Currant Discovery.
Prof. B. C. Buffum, the plant expert
formerly connected with the Colorado
Agricultural College, and a Greeley
man for years, but now conducting an
experiment farm in Wyoming, has discovered, and is seeking to hybridize
the famous variety of currant which
rving tells about in his true history of
the adventures of Captain Bonneville,
who Journeyed Into Wyoming and the
West fifty years ago and found this
species of currant.
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Iealer in all kinds
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malted free.
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Design in Outline In Old Blue on Gray Linen,
Background.

outlined and the background filled in
with darning stitch. Such a one Is
shown in the sketch. The water lily
design is outlined with dark green
floss, and the background filled in
When you with a lighter shade of green a decome call
to lightfully leafy, silvery shade like
SPORTING GOODS Denver,
on us. The June foliage.
The material Is natural
cneapeot place to buy the bout Uunx, Ammunition, FiBhlngr Tackle, Hunting Clothlnf.
color crash, and the Cluny lace edge
Base Ball and Athletic Ootids.
Mail orders
Ib
dyed to match the darker green In
oliclteri. The G, G Pickett Sporting Goods
Co., opposite Postoffice. 1637 Arapahoe St.
:he embroidery.
Another equally pretty color scheme
: PROMPT

RELIABLE
7.1c;

ASSAYS

Gold and Sil(íolrl
Sliver
and Copper. l."iO.
and Silver refined
and bought. Write for free mailing sacks.
OODEN ASSAY CO.. 1536 Court Place, Denver, Colo.
Gold.
ver.
Gold

41
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AWNINGS,

TENTS

THE COLORADO TENT ft AWN IXO CO.
The largest Duck Goods house In the West.
1642 Lawrence St., Denver, Colo.
Hobt. S.
Gtitshall, Pres.

BLUE

SERGE

COSTUME.

ERI

111'
uold crowns and bridge work
Gold and platina tilllntr ! up. Dental Par-lrArapahoe Street, Upp. Piwtomce, Denver

Denver

Abundant irrigation water, near electric and steam transportation; all in alfalfa; rich soil;
tracts at $200
to $2r.O per acre. Northwestern ImbÚ Co.
S07 Co u tinenta I Hiilfc., Denver, Colo,
yonr- ? Don't wear
PUMP
sHf out pumping
by hand. Tell us kind of well you havj,
depth and diameter of cylinder, and we
will tell you the easy way. Irrigation
planta, we furnish them complete.
Write us. Fairbanks. Morse & Co., 1735-4- 3
Wazee Bt.. Denver Colo.

nmen

N0

Laboratory

Established In Colorado, 1866. Samples by mail or
express will receive prompt and carefuLatteotion
Gold &Sil.er Bullion

J1-

-

AMALGAMATION AND
M0 lbs. to carload lots.

CONCENTRATION,

TbSTS

St..

Denver, Colo.

WE PAY THE FREIGHT

R'B'ER

CRATING

ROOFINS

BOXES

FRUIT

MATERIAL

SASH,
DOORS

&

MILLWOBK

Buy Direct and Save Money.
INDEPENDENT

LUMBER

First & Larimer

St.,

& MERC. CO
Denver, Colo.

PIANOS
AND
PLAYER PIANOS

Get quotations

from the

LL

t
and
since 1874.
warerooma
cr
our
extensive
Visit
All out' and send this coupon to

Ma arle Co., Colorado's
leading- - noale doom

L

lni-ce-

MUSIC

CO.

California St. Denrer,
Please mall me your new Piano
Catalogues; bIho bargain list
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Flavor.

perfect Remedy for Constipation , Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-nes- s
and LOSS OF SLEEP.
A

Use

For Over

Facsimile Signature of

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company,

GRSTORIñ
MHTMI MHffMtT.

VM

FOOT-EAS- E
ALLEN'S
Shake Into Your Shoes

HOME

AQUARIUM

Allen's FootaEase, a powder for the feet, it relieves painful, swollen, smarting, nervous feet, and instantly takes the sting out of corns
and bunions. It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age,
or new shoes feel easy. It is a
Allen's FootaF.ase makes
certain relief for ingrowing nails, perspiring, callous and hot, tired,
aching feet. It is always in demand for use in Patent Leather Shoes
and for Breaking in New Shoes. We have over 30,000 testimonials.
TRY IT TODAY. Sold by all Druggists, 25c. Do not accept
any Substitute.
Sent by mail for 25c. in stamps.
"In plnrh,
use Allen's

Blue serge is very useful for costumes of this description.
The skirt
Is quite plain, and is finished at the
foot by a single row of stitching.
White cloth Is used for the collar and
coat, which
cuffs of the semi-fittinfastens down center of front by three
large smoke-pear- l
buttons.
Hat of straw, trimmed with a wreath
of flowers and two quills.
Materials required: Six yards serge
48 Inches wide,
yard wide
cloth, three buttons, four yards lining for coat.

You should.
But by all that is hygienic do not
take your water until your mouth has
been rinsed with an antiseptic and
your teeth thoroughly cleansed.
People who know tell us that an
acid forms during the night in the
mouth and around the teeth. This acid
will decay the teeth, therefore common sense tells us it is not good for
the stomach; It certainly should not
be washed down there deliberately
anyway.
But a cold bath for the average
stomach Is a tonic just as It is for the
body. Try it.

To Improve the Neck.
To fatten the neck massage
with
warm olive oil. A good cold cream 1b
Cravat with Double Ends.
excellent, but the best results are obIf you have a strip of brown silk, tained with the olive oil. To apply
taffeta or messaline, and a little silk In this first wash the neck with warm
pretty contrasting color, such as ecru, water and a mild, pure soap, then
delicate green or blue, make one of the rinse carefully and apply a cloth or
new cravats with double ends. These flannel wrung out of hot water and
are cut like a man's string tie, but folded several times. This compress
with a difference. A perfectly plain is kept on until It begins to cool, and
bias fold of the silk is used to go then another Is supplied, but do not
round the neck, but where It meets prolong the treatment more than ten
In front each end branches off Into minutes.
This softens the skin and
two parts, giving four ends In all. opens the pores.
The oil, slightly
These ends are all lined with silk of a warmed, should be rubbed in, giving
contrasting color. The effect when especial attention to the hollows,
tied Is very pretty. The cravat must which should be massaged with a firm
rotary motion
not be less than a yard in length.

FREE

TRIAL PACKAGE sent by mail.
ALLEN S. OLMSTED, LE ROY, K, Y.
W.

NO TIME LIKE THE PRESTNT.

President

Fallieres
of France
Stained Glass.

YARD COMMANDER

Capt. J. B. Murdock, Former Chief of
Battleship Rhode Island, Succeeds
Admiral Goodrich.

Rear Admiral Caspar
retired, who has been
commandant of the Brooklyn navy
yard since June 1, 1907, relinquished
his command recently and was succeeded by Capt. Joseph B. Murdock,
who commanded the battleship Rhode
Island in the cruise of the fleet around
New York.

Y. Goodrich,

the world.

Capt. Murdock is the firsl

"Why, Mrs. Jones, what are you doing out In all this rain?"
"Oh, 1 just ran out to buy an um-

CARTER'S

brella!"

H PILLS.

Mother Bird Drove Boy Away.
Peoyle on Main street, Dallastown,
Pa., witnessed an amusing sight the
other morning, when a curious small
boy who climbed into a maple tree for
a closer Inspection of a nest of young
robins was put to flight by an angry
mother bird. Discovered by the old
bird after he had clambered into the
tree the youngster was savagely attacked. The bird pecked viciously at
his bare hands and face, causing him
to retreat to the ground, and then
driving him home.

officer of his rank to be placed In
command of the navy yard since 1889,
when Capt. Francis M. Ramsey was
the commandant.
Capt. Murdock was born at Hartford In 1851 and is a graduate of
the United States naval academy. He
served as executive officer on the U.

Panther during

the
He has written a
war.
number of articles on electricity and
magnetism.
Rear Admiral Goodrich
was born in Philadelphia In 1847 and
is a graduate of the United States
Spanish-America-

n

naval academy.
Wound in Heart Not Fatal.
A Geneva (Switzerland) boy, aged
IB, who accidentally lodged the bulIn his heart, was talet of an air-guken to the hospital, where Dr. Glrard
opened the wound, extracted the ball
and sewed up the heart The vlctln
ts now cut of danger

Must Bear

Genuine

Signature

IVER

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

A 25c RAZOR

THAT WILL SHAVE AS WELL AS ANY

$5

RAZOR

MADE

WE GUARANTEE

IT

the
If this razor dont giro yau
beHt fihave you've ever hud
If you
are not better pleased with the

"SHAVWELL"

C3
--

ñ)
rí

fi. m1

than any raror you're ever used,
return it to us and we will refund
yourmunny.
Complete razor, Hirer platd. in
neat imx.fullv iiiiaranteetl.Dostpaid
on receipt of 26o or lampe.

Shavwell Razor Co.
20 Warren 8L

New York City

LAZY LIVER

Better than gold Like it in color
Hamlins Wizard Oil the best of all remedies for rheumatism, neuralgia, and all
pain, sorene88 and inflammation.

"I find Casca rets so good that I would
not be without them. I was troubled a
great deal with torpid liver and headache.
Now since taking Cascarets Candy Cathartic I fc. very much better. I shall certainly recommend them to my friends as
the best medicine I have ever seen."
Anna Bazinet,
Osborn Mill No. 2, Fall River, Mat.

We lose money and comfort, and
even temper sometimes by not learnDickens.
ing to be more careful.

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or'Gripe.
10c, 25c, 90c. Never sold In bulk. The genu,
lne tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
1
cure or your money back.
1

Does the ugly chorus girl come
der the head of "stage frights?"

Capt. J. B. Murdock.

Positively cured by
hese Little Pills.

SPITTLE

SUCCESS POR SEVENTY YEARS
ThlslHthp record of I'atnkillprfPerry JlavlH'l. A reliante remedy for diarrhea, dysentery and all buwel
complaims. tiet Uie genuine. 25c, Hoc and 60c.

S.

NO.

They also relieve Distress) from Dyspepsia, Idf k
digestion and Too Heart
Eatiti?- a perfect remr
dy fur Dizziness, Nau
seat Drowsiness, Bad
Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue, Fain In tha
Side, TORPID LIVER.
They regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Wanted to Defer the Petition.
A Los Angeles mother tells the following:
"One summer's eve my little son of
six years was sent to bed at his usual
time; but he could not sleep. Upon
my inquiry what troubled him, he replied: " I can't finish my prayer. I've
got as far as 'Forgive us our trespasses as'
but I can't get any furthand
er, for Howard licked me
I want to lick him

S.

DENVER,

U

1

in his quality of chief of state the title
of Le Mans."
of canon of Saint-Julie- n
Long months of work went Into
making the glass after the design and
now that It is finished It has met with
only a cold welcome. . The spectacle
of the president, during his term of
office church and state were definitely
separated, figuring as a canon seems
to give pleasure to no party or secA local art society even retion.
fused to admit the window to Its exhibition, although the skill of its execution Is generally admitted.
NEW NAVY

N.

Address

SICK HEADACHE

In

Water.
Are you forgetting to drink tht
proper amount of water every day?
Do you drink
two glasses before
breakfast?

Wrjw for lsrmIi

Lawrence

IN

foreground a brook.
The bottom of the tank is covered
with gravel, and set in the water is
suitable vegetation sufficient to please
the eye and to keep the water aerated,
and then of course there are the fishes,
and when you have it thus stocked
you hang this aquarium up on the wall
to have the effect of a picture with
fishes swimming around in It.

E. E. BURLINGAME & CO.,
ASSAY OFFICE

NOVELTY

hang up on the wall like a picture.
The tank is oblong, narrow at the bottom, but wider at the top. The side to
go against the wall Is vertical, while
the front slopes up outward, as a picture hangs, and this outer side Is in
fact surrounded with a picture frame.
The back and ends of this aquarium
are Inclosed In a metallic holder, with
hooks at the top by which It may be
hung, and at the back between this
metallic holder and the back wall of
the glass tank is inserted a picture, a
landscape having at the bottom In the

15.

Near

is grayish linen with outline stitch In
dark old blue, darning in lighter blue,
and the lace matching the darker
shade.
One motif for the border and one-hal- f
of the corner are given, to be
traced on the linen by means of carbon paper and a hard lead pencil. A
plain, two-inchem is put in, with a
row of outline stitch five Inches above
it, and another row five Inches from
this, which forms the top of the border. Then the motifs are placed between the two rows, outlined, and the
background filled in.
The cloth when completed should be
edge
one yard square, with a two-Incof lace for a finish. It is advisable to
use a good grade of floss, so that it
will not fade, and in washing it is well
to put a good handful of table salt in
the water to set the color. The cloth
is quickly and easily made, and the
result sure to be pleasing.

balanced or
home aquairiums is made tc

WOKK

KNIGHT-CAMPBE-
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Signature
Promotes

Fashionable Darned

A novelty In

rjJwtU plenfe you. Investirte. A good
set oí teeiuoniy , oener sei ri.nu, uest

Lands

with

One That Is Made with a Picture
Frame Front and Intended to
Hang on the Wall.

p'or every kind of roof,
t'e watertight. Madeon-Ij- r
In Denver by THE
VK8TFKN EL ATTE ICOOl ING
O. H41 Kquitjtble Bldtf..
phone Main '574. If ymir
dealer does not handle,
write us.

LUMBER,

Bears the

CHANDINE. Mammoth
Cor. 16th and Blake, Denver.
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PATENT

ALCOHOL-- 3
PER CENT
ÁVégf table Preparation for Assimilating itieFoodarHiRegula-tin- g
the S lomachs and Bowels of

cata-

SEPARATORS

J

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

MER-DU- il

A

I7J6-I7-

(f

For Infants and Children,

v

AMERICAN HOUSE
SSS
American Finn fi'U and upward.

CYANIDE

CWlli

NEW YORK.

Tw"

Garden

President That

once visited
Paris. Charlemagne
the city of Le Mans and was so delighted with It that he nominated
himself honorary canon of the cathedral, an appointment which Pope
Clement VII. In 1883 conferred on his
successors forever.
A Le Mans artist, Mr. Echlvard, a
designer of stained glass windows,
was reminded of this fact one day by
reading an account of a stained glass
window In the Church of St. John at
Lunebourg in which the kaiser is depicted. He decided that the French
president should no longer lack an
honor that had been paid to the German emperor, and set to work on a
design showing
Fallieres,
M.
the
president of the republic, and therefore, according to the artist's belief,
successor to the kings as honorary
canon, clothed In a canon's cope and
kneeling on a devotional chair.
are
The modern and the archaic
allied in the design.
The cope Is
thrown back sufficiently to show that
M. Fallieres Is wearing evening dress
and ilie grand cross of the Legion of
Honor. The arms of the cathedral
chapter, three flour-de-ll- s
and three
keys, are balanced by an escutcheon
with the Legion
of
ornamented
Honor and the Gallic cock.
Below Is the Inscription in Gothic
characters; "According to tradition,
Messlre
Fallieres, eighth
Armand
president of the French republic, takes

tea on the porch is
AFTSIINOON most pleasant features
possible
on
a
summer day, and it
oon tempi at Ing
CTADT A UTUCDADCDPernonH
OlAnl
HCWorArtnthe ePlahlishment of a
of
newspaper in their town can learn of a very is essential that the appointments
helpful proposition hy addressing the Western the tea table should be In keeping
Newspaper Union, Denver, Colo.
with the shady coolness of the porch.
For this cloth, simple designs and
Our Perfection
Cream Separamaterials of a rather rustic texture
tor are beta in
lUality and are the most effective, such as homecheapest in price. Write for Our Catalog, THE spun linen, linen huckabuck and crash.
L. A. WATKINH MERCHANDISE CO.,
Among the most attractive of the
1.6 to .,3 Wazee Street, Denver. Colo,
tea cloths are those with the design

only

Portrait of French

Guaranteed under the Foodanj
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

BROWN
PALACE HOTEL ESSSS
European IMan. f 1.50 Mid Upward.
THE

STAINED GLASS.

DIRECTORY

DENVER
DlIU

IN

Arouses Criticism
le Skillful
Piece of Work.

It Was Their Question.
A party of young men were camping, and to avert annoying questions
they made it a rule that the one who
asked a question that he could not answer himself had to do the cooking.
One evening while sitting round the
fire, one of the boys asked: "Why is
it that a ground squirrel never leaves
any dirt at the mouth of Its Durrow
They all guessed and mused. So he
was asked to answer it himself.
"Why," said he, "because they always begin to dig at the other end of
the hole."
"But," asked one, "how does he get
to the other ena of the holer
"Well," was the reply, "that's your
question." Cleveland Leader.
Special
Round Trip Homeseekers'
Rates to New Mexico and Texas.
On the first and third Tuesdays ol
each month, during the entire year,
the Colorado & Southern Railway will
sell round trip Homeseekers' tickets
to a great many points in New Mexico
and Texas at one fare plus $2.00 for
the round trip. Final limit twenty-fivprivildays, allowing liberal stop-ove- r
eges. For detailed information, rates,
etc., call on the Colorado & Southern
agent, or address T. E. Fisher, General
Passenger Agent. Denver. Colorado.

I

FALLIERES

un-

Mra. Wlnalow's Soothing Srrnp.
For children teething, aoftenB the guras, reduc
flammtlon,allayii pain, curea wind collu. 25cal

The daughter's doings
the mother's acts.

have

been
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LIVE STOCK AND
MISCELLANEOUS

Electrotypes
IN GREAT VARIETY
POFo SALE tAT THE
LOWEST PRICES BY
WESTERN NEWSPAPER UNION
73 W. Adams St, Chicago

Dr. McINTOsn celebrated tjl

Natural Uterine Support!

g t Ten Immediate relW. Bold ly all mir.
dealers and leading
Sloal Instrument
In United H ta ten and Canada,
CataF'tu, price list and particular mailed

McITÍTOSH TRUSS CO.,
THE HASTINGS
m Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., (
manufacturen of trusses and
solo makers
of tho Genuine
stampod "Mcintosh" Supporter.
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Grass is essential to the diet of the
bens, but something else is needed as
food.

It is a short-sightepolicy for the
farmer to work his soli for present
gain without thought as to its future
fertility.
The value of cream depends upon
its flavor and palatableness.
Be careful that it does not become contamiany
nated in
wav.
In order to make a balanced ration
with alfalfa ground corn and barley
should be fed. together with a little
wheat bran and linseed meal.

4

n

The high priced grain calls for the
economical cow, which is always and
ever the cow whicU gives a yield of
milk lnrichness and quantity sufficient
to warrant keeping her on the farm.

A flock of sheep well managed will
help eat the mortgage off the place.

Feed Just enough so that It will be
eaten up clean. Left over food calls
The small fruit drier which can be rats around the coops and you know
placed on the range is handy on the what that means where there are little chicks.
farm.
Feed as much of the produce of the
In putting the corn In the silo be
sure it is laid down evenly and is farm to your own stock as you can.
well packed. The keeping quality de- In this way you turn back to the soil
pends much on the way the work is the fertility and keep improving its
done.

condition.

It is never too late to plan for some
kind of system of rotation of crops.
It may be too late to do anything for
this year, but you need to think ahead
at least a year to get such a system
started right.

Prof. Burnett, Nebraska, and Prof.
Holden, Iowa, are both of the opinion that organization of farmers, principally for social and educational purposes, is one thing now most needed
in country life.

Experienced dairymen who have fed
Fruit and poultry are two of the
greatest Industries of the present age silage would as soon think of dairyand require but little capital to start. ing without a hay crop as going withBegin in a small way and work up. out silage. Hay and silage are both
Be thankful if you have not a big needed. Alfalfa hay makes an ideal
bunch of money to put in at the start. feed in conjunction with corn silage,
It is generally the man who goes Blow as It supplies the protein necessary for
but sure who makes a success of the the balanced ration.
business.
Pick a name for the farm, have It
neatly painted on a sign board and
place it in a conspicuous place in the
lane before the house. It will interest passersby, will identify your place,
and will p. ive a wonderful incentive
to ycu to spruce up a bit and make
the place look as good as the name
you have picked for It.
Pigs fd on skimmed milk do better than upon any other diet, whether
fed sweet or sour. Pigs seem to like
the sour rather than the sweet, and in
either case grain foods should be fed
with it in order to make a balanced
ration. Skimmed milk as a food for
all young animals is an aid to the
digestive organs, as there Is not a particle of it but is digestible.
In cultivating to preserve moist- work should be done each
)ure the
as soon as there is an indication
hat a crust is being formed. , It is
particularly desirable to cultivate after each rain, as the packing by the
raindrops forms a hard crust. Some
times a light rain that penetrates the
soli for but the fraction of an inch
packs the soil so thoroughly that capillary tubes are formed, through which
the moisture in the soil is sent off
into the atmosphere.

A

Loss of curd from buttermilk can
be saved by straining through a very
tine meshed cheese cloth, or by adding a small quantity, about
butsweet skim milk to three-fourth- s
Let the mixture stand over
termilk.
temperature
of about 60
night at a
Then heat the next morndegrees.
ing to about 120 degrees and let stand
The skim milk curd
for one hour.
seems to collect the fine buttermilk
curd so that there is much less loss
during the straining process than is
the case when an attempt is made to
separate the buttermilk curd alone by
the cloth strainer.
Lime sulphur spray may be made
lump lime, 15
Good
as follows:
15
sulphur,
of
flowers
pounds;
To prepounds; water, 50 gallons.
pare this mixture, first slake the lime
in a small quantity of water, using
enough to keep the slaking lime thoroughly wet. When the lime is pretty well slaked, put in the sulphur and
add as much more water as Is necessary to keep the whole of the consistency of thin cream. Put the kettle or the receptacle containing the
mixture over the fire and boil for 45
minutes, or until the liquid is of a
deep reddish brown color. Then, dilute to 60 gallons, and apply at once.
If the mixture should become cold,
crystals will form and weaken the insecticide for the destruction of the
lice and their eggs.
We repeat: Test your cows and
know what they are doing for you.
Dairying pays only when you have
profitable cows, and the only way you
can know this to a surety is by use
of the Babcock tester. The equipment
and process is comparatively simple.
Here are all the necessary things for
making the test:
One Babcock tester of size to suit the
herd. One dozen test bottles. One
milk test pipette (measuring 17.6 c.
One
c.) One dairy thermometer.
acid.
V quart bottle standard sulphuric
'
Hot water. In making the test, keep
ki mind the following rules:
M) (A) 17.6 cubic centimeters average
milk. (B) 17.6 Bulphurlc acid. Add the
latter carefully. If it is poured
through the milk It will burn it; let it
run down the inside of the bottle. (C)
(D) Put into the
Shake thoroughly.
tester and whirl five minutes. (E)
water
the liquid rises
until
Add hot
well into the neck of the bottle. (F)
Whirl again two minutes, and read
the percentage of fat at once. A pair
of fine dividers help greatly in convenience of reading.

Irrigation In New Mexico.

NEW MEXICO
TEIIITOlIAL
ái
NEWS
Rio Grande Grant Sale.

At the court house in Santa Fe July
tith Keferee Johnston, In a partition
suit, sold the Ranchos Del Rio Grande
grant, In Taos county, for $130,500, to
N. B. McLaughlin, Alexander Gusdorf
and A. B. McMillan. The grant contains 91,815 acres and an important irrigation enterprise is to reclaim part
of it.
Judge McFie had previously granted
a petition of intervenor brought in the
form of a suit by Vicente Fresquez et
al. vs. Jose G. Mirabal et al., the plaintiffs claiming to be heirs, entitled to
part of the proceeds of the sale.
The Ranchos Del Rio Grande grant
dates back to 1755, when it was
granted by Spain to Jose Mirabal, Antonio Fernandez, Conception Romero,
Ventura, Julian Romero and Mariano
Romero, Antonio Fresquez, Jose Antonio Gonzales, Ana Maria and Catarina Romero. The grant was confirmed by the republic of Mexico in
1837 and in 1892 it was confirmed by
the United States court of private land
claims.
Although the original owners were
but ten in number, the various heirs
to the land at the time of the sale
numbered nearly 800, scattered over
the United States.
This 1b the largest public sale of
a land grant on record in New Mexico. The land lies about three miles
south of Taos, the main portion being
mountainous and heavily covered with
At one time Fort
valuable timber.
Bourguin, a United States military
post, was located near the center of
the grant.

Hot water applications will give relief from the pain caused by contact
White Mountain Power System.
with poison ivy. After the hot appliAfter pending for a year and after
cations wet the poisoned portions over considerable
controversy
Territorial
with a strong solution of sulphite of Engineer Sullivan on the 9th Inst,
soda, adding some glycerine to keep it granted the application of the White
from turning white when dry. Re mountain power system to tako 130
peat the operation when necessary.
second feet out of the Ruidoso and
'
tributaries in Lincoln county for the
The successful dairyman must be a development of 5,000 horsepower, to be
student of the task before him. He distributed for pumping, electric light
must know his cows, know how to and other purposes at Fort Stanton,
care for them, know how to handle Carrizozo and other places.
their product, and know how to breed
As granted, the application is somefor better stock. This of course he what modified and a proviso is incannot do unless he has the pure bred serted that power shall be sold to setbull to breed from. This is one of the tlers in the Ruidoso valley as cheap as
prime requisites of the profitable
it is sold to other customers and that
dairy farm.
the water shall be returned to the
streams undiminished in volume.
It Is argued by those who feed all
The power plant is to cost $200,000
the corn the cattle will consume, and the main canal is to be ten miles
swine following at the same time in long. Thirty second feet are to be
the pastures, that the hogs will take taken out of the North fork; thirty-fiv- e
care of all that is not digested. It is
second feet out of the Middle and
true that swinew will gather all the South forks and sixty second feet out
corn in the voldlngs, but it is also of the Ruidoso. " Out of the Corlxo
true that cattle when fed very heavily six second feet will be taken, while
will consume and digest more food an application to take six second feet
than can be assimilated by the sys- out of Cedar creek was denied.
tem, so that neither the animal to
The applicants are Oliver M. Loe, C.
which the grain Is fed nor the swine E. Mitchell and J. L. Lawson of
will get the full benefit of the same.
The lands through which
these streams flow are mainly located
The grubs which often trouble the on the Mescalero Indian reservation.
cow are the larvae of the ox warble
fly (hypodermis
llneata), and should
Pardoned Prisoner Escapes.
be squeezed out and destroyed; otherEdward A. Mann, trial judge; Judge
wise on entering the ground they will
emerge after a time in the shape of A. W. Cooley, who succeeded him;
files to carry on their pestiferous the prosecuting district attorney, mem- woik. By applying fly extruders to the bers of the Jury and many citizens
petitioned Governor Curry to commute
backs of cattle In fly time and sponging the back of each animal with the sentence of Ciríaco Moreno, and It
strong salt water or solution of coal ' was shown that the sentence Imposed
tar dip in late fall and early winter on the man had been too heavy in
Govmuch of the trouble can be prevented. the light of recent developments.
ernor Curry therefore made out the
papers for a Fourth of July pardon in
Hogs pastured on rape do well. It
Ciríaco, but at the last mowill pay farmers to Investigate the favor of
Ciríaco had anticimatter.
The Wisconsin experiment ment learned that
governor's action and esstation has recently finished a series pated the
caped from the gang working on the
of experiments and finds much to InWhen
highway, near Raton.
dicate the value of rape as a hog scenic
apprehended he will not only fail of
feed. The conclusions are, that with
good
pigs from four to ten months old, rep- being pardoned, but will lose his
resenting the various breeds of swine, time allowance.
an acre of rape, when properly grown,
Governor Curry has directed Adjuhas a feeding value, when combined
with a ration of corn and shorts, tant General Ford to muster in a miliequivalent to 2,436 pounds of a mix- tia company at the United StateB Inture of these grain feeds and a money dian industrial school, a proposition
value of $19.40 per acre. That rape which has the hearty approval of Indian Commissioner Valentine.
Is a better green feed for growing
Tecolote, a small native village sixpigs than good clover pasture, the pigs
fed upon the rape having made on the teen miles from Ims Vegas, had a naraverage 100 pounds of gain on 33.5 row escape from being wiped off the
pounds less grain than was required map with great loss of life on the 8th
by the pigs fed upon clover pasture. Inst., when a waterspoat hit the earth
That pigs are more thrifty, fcave bet- near that place, tearing out an imter appetite and make correspondingmense hole and destroying all vegetaly greater gains when supplied with tion for a radius of a quarter of a
a rape pasture in conjunction
with mile. No one was injured. The watertheir grain feed than when fed on spout was clearly visible from Las
grain alone. That a plat of Dwarf Vegas and its roaring could be heard
Essex forage rape when planted in for ten miles.
drills 30 Inches apart, early In May,
In the office of Territorial Engineer
In Wisconsin, will yield three good Sullivan application has been filed by
crops of pasture forage in a favorable A. A. Jones of Las Vegas for water
season. That rape is the most satis- rights for the Jones Irrigation project,
factory and cheapest green feed for which Is to reclaim 100,000 acres in
swine that we have fed. That every San Miguel county. The waters are
feeder of hogs in Wisconsin should to be taken out of the Pecos, near
plant each spring a small field of rape Bernal peak, the Tecolote, the Galliadjoining his hog yard, and provide nas and the Tecolotito.
Seven reserhimself with a few rods of movable voirs with a storage capacity of
fence, to properly feed the rape to
acre feet are to be built at the
That cost of $250,000.
brood sows and young pigs.
rape should be sown for this purpose
Percy F. Knight, assistant postmasIn drills 30 inches apart to facilitate ter at Santa Fe, has tendered
bis
the stirring of the ground and culti- resignation to accept a position in the
growth
successive
each
vation after
First National bank al El Paso, Texas.
has been eaten off. That hogs should
The body of Dr. J. A. Duff, who was
not be turned upon a rape pasture drowned while at a picnic on the
until the plants are at least 12 to 14 banks of the San Juan river, Monday,
inches high and that they should be July 6th, was found on the 7th iust.,
prevented from rooting while in the ten miles below Farmington, lodged
rape field. That rape is not a satis- on an Island. Dr. Duff was a trustee
factory feed when fed alone when it of the Presbyterian church, president
Is desired to have any Uve weight of the Commercial club and for six
gain made in hogs, though It has been years postmaster at Farmington, and
found that they will just about mainhis death has caused widespread
tain themselves without loss of weight
alone
on this feed

Otero Will Contest.
An Albuquerque dispatch of the 8th
Inst, says:
"The filing of a second will relating
to the estate of the late Mrs. M. S.
Otero in the probate court here today
brings into litigation the immensely
valuable fortune left by the late Mariano S. Otero, one of the wealthiest
citizens of New Mexico. The estate
includes
the famous
hot
Jemez
springs, in the Jemez mountains, rich
sulphur mines, and thousands of acres
of the most valuable timber, as well
as agricultural and grazing land.
"Attorneys for the heirs at large re
cently filed a will leaving shares of
the estate to all except Mrs. A. B.
Berg, a married daughter who was cut
off with a Btnall pittance. This morning Mrs. Berg's attorneys filed a second will dated 1897, which divides the
estate equally among all the heirs,
some eight in number.
"A long drawn-ou- t
and bitter contest is expected."
Suit By Railway
A Santa Fe dispatch of the 7th lust,
says:
Robert Law, until today president of thj New Mexico Central Railway Company, this afternoon filed suit
for $50,000 damages for breach of contract against the railway company and
Francis J. Torrance of Pittsburg, Pa.
This was the sequel of the annual
stockholders' meeting here this forenoon, at which the following directors
were elected: Harrison Nesbitt, Chas.
C. Murray, John D. Flndley and Francis J. Torrance of Pittsburg, Pa.; W.
S. Hopewell and W. S. Strickler of Albuquerque and Charles F. Easley at
Santa Fe. Nesbitt was made president, S. Hopewell vice president and
C. C. Murray, receiver of the Enterprise and Fort Pitt banks at Pittsburg, secretary and terasurer. The
New Mexico Central runs from Santa
Ke to Torrance, 116 miles.
Scramble to Qualify.
made at
Most of
the territorial officials, and members
of teritorlal hoards, who were reappointed by Governor Curry failed to
qualify, being under the impression
that, having qualified upon their original appointment, it was not necessary
to go through the formality again.
This is necessary as far as taking the
oath and furnishing new bond is concerned, and there was a scramble of
officers and board members to comply
with the law as preliminary to drawing pay or acting in an official capacity.
A curious discovery was
Santa Fe a few days since.

Socorro Gets Headquarters.
At Santa Fe on the 1st Inst, the
Supreme Court decided upon Socorro
as headquarters of the new seventh
C.
judicial
diBtrict. Judge Merrlt
Meechem, formerly of Tucumcarl, will
be the Judge of the Seventh district.
Valencia county is taken from
the
Second district and transferred to the
seventh, which also includes Socorro
and Sierra counties. Torrance county
was transferred from the Sixth district
to the First or Santa Fe district.
Judge Alford .V. Cooley, the other new
member of the Supreme bench, succeeds Judge Edward A. Mann at Ala- mogordo, which remains headquarters
for the Sixth district. The other districts remain as before:
First dis
trict, Santa Fe, Judge John R. McFie;
Judge
Second district, Albuquerque,
Ira A. Abbott; Third district, Las
Cruces, Judge Frank W. Parker;
Fourth district, Las Vegas, Judge W.
.1. Mills: Fifth district, Roswell, Judge
VV. H. Pope.
A board of officers to consist of
Lieut. Col. George E. Bushnell. Capts.
Lloyd Krebs and Raiph S. Porter, medical corps, was recently appointed to
meet at the general hospital. Fort
for the examination of officers
of the medical corps for promotion.
Charles W. Goodwin was killed by
lightning a few days since at his
home, northeast of Willard, Torrance
county. He was found in his bed with
a dead Maltese cat in his arms.
The
lightning had struck Goodwin on the
head and followed his spine and his
limbs, tearing his shoes to pieces.
R. T. Williams of Oklahoma City,
Okla., Is in New Mexico gathering statistics on life insurance. With C. E.
Trakeew of Memphis, Texas, Mr. Williams will proceed with the organization of a life insurance company under
the territorial law with $100,000 capital and $100,000 surplus. The homo
office will be at Roswell, N. M.
In the presence of upward of 3,000
people gathered at a horse race which
was an incident of the Fourth of July
celebration at Raton, the bridle of one
of the horses broke and the animal
dashed into the crowd, instantly killing Mack Green, a barber, who was
trampled trader the horse's feet. W.
O. Cooley, deputy
organizer of the
Fraternal Union, sustained a fractured leg and three broken ribs and
J. Jerlf, a partner of Green, had his
back sprained and body bruised.
Governor Curry has completed . the
board of trustees of the New Mexico
Spanish-AmericaNormal school by
appointing Squire Hartt, Jr., of Ranchos de Taos a member of the board,
vice Rev. Simon Alvherne, resigned.
George V. Murray, former member
of the territorial mounted police, convicted of killing James German at
Ketner some months ago, when he
found German with his wife, has been
sentenced in the District Court at Albuquerque to three years in the

It is significant that In the preface
to "Irrigation in New Mexico," printed at government expense by the Department of Agriculture,
Secretary
Jas. Wilson says, that it was published
in response
to "a very large call
for general information regarding the
opportunities
for settlement on Irrigated lands In these states and territories, the cost of land and water and
of establishing homes on these lands,
and regarding the crops grown."
It was an unselfish work, says the
Santa Fe New Mexican, this compilation by Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan, who, as It is, is one
of the busiest officials at the capítol
It is well written, it is concise, it is
accurate, It supplies just such knowledge as is asked for by homeseuker
and investor and it is accepted as

authoritative.
In his Introductfcm, the writer gives
a general description of the territory,
its industries and its resources. To
this Is added a table giving the annual
rainfall and mean temperature of ten
places for three recent years. Of
these ten places, it is Interesting to
noto that Las Vegas shows the highest annual precipitation average In
1905, 1906 and 1907, 21.64 inches; Portales, 21.54
inches; Fort Wingate,
21.11;
Vermejo,
Fort Union, 20.74;
17.30; Santa Fe, 16.32; Roswell, 15.95;
Lordsburg, 13.74; Alamogordo, 13.85;
and Albuquerque, 8.77 inches. In other words, dry farming would have had
sufficient rainfall at every place except at Albuquerque.
The second chapter deals with the
water resources of New Mexico. Engineer Sullivan makes the statement
that "there is enough water flowing
out of the territory to irrigate 2,000,-00- 0
acres of land." What this means
to future development can be gauged
from the fact that at present scarcely
one-thirof a million acres are cultivated under irrigation. The monograph then continues to speak of artesian wells, of water for domestic supply, of underground flows and of power possibilities. Then follows a
systems,
of the drainage
commencing with that of the Rio
Grande. The estimate of the flow of
the larger streams is based upon actual measurements and shows that
the San Juan river, for Instance, flows
1,500,00(1 acre feet a year, the Las
Animas almost a million acre feet,
the Gila 400,000 acre feet a year, the
San Francisco, 50,000 acre feet, the Canadian 50,000 acre feet, the Pecos 100,-00- 0
acre feet of unused waters, and
the Rio Grande in Its lower course,
enough to irrigate 180,000 acres.
The chapter on lands tells of the
character of the soil, land grants, Indian reservations,
national forests
and government and territorial lands.
Under the beading of "Products of
Irrigated Lands," It tells of alfalfa,
sugar beet, grain and vegetable growof
ing, of cotton and cantalopes,
orchards and onions. A history of
irrigation development
follows and
then a review of government and private irrigation enterprises and projects, going very fully Into those subjects.
Laws governing the control and
use of water, the settlement of
and methods
lands under Irrigation
of Irrigation, are very valuable chapters, while most Interesting of all is
a chapter devoted to "Future DeveAdd
lopment in Irrigation Farming."
to this an outline map of the river
systems and a relief map of the topography of the territory, and no more
need to be said, to indicate the value
of this most recent publication, that
is bound to do the territory much
good, for it will give a better understanding of farming under Irrigation
be imIn New Mexico, than could
parted by any other method.

Frank Farmer of New York and
Charles B. Barker of Beulah, San Miguel county, have been appointed prac
tical miners for the general laud office, and O. C. Glbbs of Maryland, was
appointed a special agent of the office.

Nw Incorporations.
Incorporation papers were filed at
Santa Fe July 2nd by the International
Metals Company of Deining, Luna
county, capital $250,000, with James
O. Clifford, W. H. Patterson and Ney
B. Gorman of Demiug as incorporators
and directors.
Also the Homeplot company of Dem-Inwith $100,000 capital, and Ralph
C. Ely, Eda E. Deckert and C. D. Ambrose of Demlng, innrporators and directors.
The J. A. Ware Construction Company has filed Its incorporation papers
with headquarters at St. Louis and at
Tucumcari, Quay county, the directors
and incorporators being J. Allen Ware,
Christian F. Schneider and Dorsey A.
The capitalization is $15,
Jamison.
000.

La Banda de Santa Fe has filed Incorporation papers with the territorial
secretary as a musical and benevolent
corporation, the incorporators and directors being Amado Gutierrez. Nicanor Baca, Jose Z. Valencia. Fran
cisco de Los Angeles and Julian Grace.
Amado Gutierrez Is named as territo
rial agent and Santa Fe as headquar
ters.
The Supreme Court has appointed
Charles C. Catron of Sania Fe, stere-tarof the New Mexico Bar Association, W. J. Lucas of Las Vegas, and
Julius Staah of Albuquerque, a perma
of applinent examining committee
cants for the bar. under the new bar
examination law.
Judge McFie also dissolved the in
junction against the people of the settlement of Galisteo, granted B. F.
Pankey, who represented that these
people were trespassing on a portion
of the Eaton grant in southern Santa
Fe county, of which he is the owner.
The costs were saddled on Pankev.
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We

gnawed

-

worrled-lookiri-

man who
upon his

thumb

with a ureal
anxiety seemed
almost overcome.
"O, sir," we cried,
"what vexes

An

perplexes
you,
you
and
frets
you?
What is this weight
worriment
of
that very near
upsets you?"
He heaved a sigh
and said: "Alan!
This fretting and
this dole
Is plowing up my
spirit and is harrowing my soul."
He beat tils hand.''
upon his breast,

he

tore his

shaggy hair

And spoUe In bollón

accents

tha

were dismal will

despair:
"I sent an old um

brella to a place
to be recovered
And since that time uncertainty above
my head has hovered.
I went at the appointed time, prepared
to pay the cost
The man informed me that my old umbrella had been lost."
We tried to laugh the matter off, we said
to him: "Foo-poo-

That Is In truth a little thing to vex
the soul of you."
He gnashed his teeth and bent his br"ws
and fell tn grievous moaning
And with a look of vacancy gave up
himself to groaning.
"I went again,' at last he said. In tones
of gloomy sound,
"And learned to my surprise that my
umbrella had been found.
"Delighted to regain the thing, I took
it home with me
now a grim obsession Blmpty will
not set me free.
Though it's recovered once again, I cannot use nor lend It;
The man who should recover it had not
the time to mend It.
It Is recovered, yet 'tis not: 'twas not
and yet It is
The mental situation sets my poor brain
in a whls.'
And

We sought to make It plain to him, that
though it was not fixed
It was recovered but we were Irrevocably mixed.
He looked at us with burning eye; from
which shot angry glances
And we went on, determined that we'd
not take any chances.
And still he stands upon that spot and
still he gnaws his thumb
And with a great anxiety Beems almost
overcome.

HELPFUL HINTS.
You cannot imagine how much can
be done with a small can of white
enamel to beautify the home. Take
a mahogany chair the one your husband is fondest of and while he Is
downtown at business, work a joyous
little surprise for him by painting the
chair white all over. You will get a
r.r.
J.nl nt tliA nalnt rn nn? hflntta
and face, but you may easily remove
the traces by dusting your skin plentifully with any pure face powder. If
you get it In your hair it will be all
right if your hair is turning gray anyway. Be sure to tell your husband to
wear his white duck trousers when he
sits in the chair, as the enamel will
not be dry when he comes home In
His remarks when he
the evening.
sees the chair will repay you for your
labor.
Inspect your furnace pipe and chimney often.
If you notice that the
smoke pipe is too close to a frame
partition and is slowly charring the
boards, send your best furniture to a
storage house and take out plenty of
Are insurance.
When the bottom crust of a pie
sticks to the pan the trouble may be
relieved by pouring an ounce of nitroglycerin slowly beneath the crust, having first pried It up a trifle on one
side. Then place the pie in the pan
in the middle of a vacant lot and
chuck stones at It till you hit It This
will instantly remove the crust.
To Fit the Crime.

I

long

hope the hereafter will be one
looking-glas- s
for the grouch.

Foreordained.
"Yes, dear," says the beauteous
roung widow after the helpless-appearinman has proposed and has
been accepted. "Yes, dear, from the
very first time I just knew we were
made lor eacn orner ana mat late
Did not
had destined us to marry.
you have some such presentiment?"
"Something like that," agrees the
mere man. "It wasn't a day after
you had come here that four of my
best friends at tiie club told me they'd
bet ten to one you landed me before
the year was out."
For the Sake of Company.
"How is this, Jones? I hear you
have rented a haunted house, one
that has been deserted and shunned
for 20 years," says the friend.
"It's a fact," Jones replies. "You
see, we have to live in the suburbs,
and my wife is always complaining
of the placea.
of the lonesomeness
Now we'll have company."

Vernon shrank.
6"8
CONTEST NOTICE.
"Morley Vernon," Mrs. Overman
Department of the Intrior. United States Land
you
"do
continued,
Koswell, NewNexico, Muy 27. 1W
Office.
A sufficient conteHt affidavit having reen mea in
know what I have a notion to do?"
office by J. H. Akers. contestant, axainst
he said this
"No, Mrs. Hodge-Lathrop,- "
necnon
tiomettteed rJntxy, No. 147S4. lor
20. Tf.wnt.hip 1 N. Renae 26 E. N M P Meridian,
in a very little voice.
by Huffh C. Hurst, Conteste, in which it is alleged
"Well, sir, I've a notion to give you that entryman has wholly abandoned said tract
for more than six months last past
a good spanking."
said parties are herebv notolied to appear, respond,
alletration at 10
and offer evidence touchina-saiVernon shot a glance at her.
clock a. m. on July 31, lwra, uelore w. n. rarKer,
"Oh, you needn't look, sir," she con- - IT S
in his office in Slinm.ide. N. MeX.
tand that f nal hearing will be held at 10 o'clock
a. m. on August 8. liHIÍt. befe re) the Register and
Receiver at the United States Land Otlice in Kos
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SYNOPSIS.
Morley Vernon'.
CHAPTER
with
liis
nancee wn InterVisit
rupted by a call from hia political bosa
at 111 atate capital. Both regretted It,
the girl more tlian he. because she had
arranged to attend a dinner that evening
with him. She said she yearned for a
office,

for him.

Vernon', desk In the
CHAPTER II.-- On
pénate he found a red ruse, accompanied
toy a plea for suffrage for women. He met
the authoress, pretty Miss Maria Greene
of Chicago, who proposed to convert hlai
tato voting for house resolution No. IS.
CHAPTER lit. Miss Greene
Vernon's nromlse to vote for the secured
iiffr lna

ff'l2Mtet2.VuS!

atullragette.
IV. Miss Oreene consulted
CHAPTER
tli tha lieutenant-governoVernon
to himself that the aufrrageite had
stirred a strange feeling within h'.ms He
forgot to read his fiancee's letter.
CHAPTER V. Vernon made a great
speech In favor of suffrage, aided by
glances from Miss Greene. The resolution km made a special order.
CHAPTER VI. Vernon wa3 enthusiastic on the prospects f.ir the resolution, iie
ras much in Miss Greece's company.
Vernon
neglected
CHAPTER VII.
He took Miss
thoughts of Amelia.
Oreene driving and luid out plana for the
resolution
Auccess oi the
Vernon's speech
CHAPTER VIII.
raused a great newspaper sensation. He
wua being neglected by Amelia, Wiio had
slot uuswered his letter.

-

CHAPTER IX. -- Vernon Is "tipped off"
that his suftrage resolution may nut puss.
As Miss Oreene was due the following
gnorning he had r.o fears.

Vernon, In the nervous excitement
which arouses oue at the dawn of any
day that Is to be big wkh evenu, had
risen earlier than was his wont. He
hastened Into the dining roo:n, and
there, at the first table his eye alighted
on, sat Maria hurley lireene. hne saw
t.iui at once, loi cite Uctd the door,

isa ta
"She'll Be Down Here Again
Too."
and she greeted him with a brilliant
mile. With springing step he rushed
toward her, both hands extended In his
agerness. 8he half rose to take them;
their greeting silenced the early break-faster- s
Then he sat
for an Instant.
down opposite her and leaned over
with a radiant face as near to her as
mli-'h- t
be, considering the width of the
tablecloth and the breakfast things between.
"And so you're here at last!" he exclaimed.
His eyes quickly took In her toilet :
remarkably fresh it was, though it
bad been made on the Bnringfleld
Tt gave none of those evisleeper.
dences of being but the lute flowering
of a toilet that had been made the
night before, as do the toilets of some
ladies under similar circumstances,
a suit of brown,
f he wore th's morning every
flat seam
tailored faultlessly to
ind a little turban to match It. Beside Tier plate lay her veil, her gloves,
and a brass tBgged key. And her face,
clear and rosy in its ri-- h beauty, was
The waiter bad
good to look upon.
J.ist brought her strawberries.
"Send John to me." said Vernon to
the waiter. "I'll take my breakfast
here. May I?" He lifted his eyes to
J'.Itis Greene's.
"Surely." snld she, "we'll ha7e much
to discuss."
"And so you're here again at last."
repeated Vernon, as if be had not already made the st'me observation. He
laid, thla time, perhaps a little more
gtrer.s on the "at test." She mii3t have
noted that fact, for she blushed, red as
the strawberries she began to turn
over with a critically poised fork.
"And did yoa come down alone?"
Vernon went on.
exactly." said Mls
not
"No.
Hodge-La-t'jro"Mrs. Overman
fireene.
and. I believe, several "
"
'Mrs. Overman
'1 thing." eaíd Míes Oreen., "that
There
!ts somewhere behind."
t8he
was a twinkle in the e'yns she lifted
fw aa instant from btr borsles.

Vernon scanned the dining room.
There was Mrs. Overman Hodge- Lathrop, in all her and yes, beside
her. sheltered snugly under her
tectlng wing, was Amelia Ansley!
They were pt a long table, Mrs. Overat the head, and
man Hodge-Lathrowith them half a dozen women, severe,
respectable.
and most aggressively
They sat all of them erect, peclting
at their food with a distrust that was
not so much a material caution as a
spiritual evidence of their superiority
to most of the things with which they
were thrust in contact every day.
Their batí scarcely trembled, 8uch
was the immense propriety of their
attitudes; they did not bend at all,
even to the cream.
Vernon, who was taking all this In
at a glance, saw that Mis. Overman
Hodge-Lathrowas severer than he
it possible for
had ever Imagined
women to be even such a woman as
she. He would not have been surprised had he suddenly been told that
her name had acquired another hyphen; certainly her dignity had been
rehyphenated.
There she sat, with
h" brnad shoulders and amrle bust,of
her arms Jeopardizing the sleeves
her Jacket.
It was the most impressive breakfast table he had ever seen. It might
have given him a vision of the future,
when ha should have secured for women all their civil end political rights,
and the nation had progressed to female lieutenant generals, who would
be forced at times to dine In public
with their staffs. Cut be bad no such
Tlslon 0; course; the very spiritual
aversion of those women to such a
thought would have prevented it, occultly.
in point of fact, his regard in an instant had ceased to be general und had
become specific, having Amelia for Its
objective. SUe sat on the right of her
commander, a rather timid aide; and
slue seemed spiritually to snuggle moro
cloely under her protecting shadow
moment. She
with each passing
seemed to be half frightened, and bad
Is about to
girl
who
the look of a little
cry. Her gray figure, with its hat of
violets above her dark hair, was, on
the instant, half pathetic to Vernon
She sat facing him, her face downcast
There was no conversation at that
table; It was to be seen at a glance
iudeed that among those ladies there
would be need for none, all things
for them
having been prearranged
Vernon noted that Amelia seemed to
him more dainty, more fragile than
she had ever been before, and his
heart surged out toward her. Then
she raised her eyes slowly, and held
bim. until from their depths she
stabbed with one swift glance, a
glance full of all accusation, indict
ment and reproach. The stab went to
his heart with a pain that made him
Then perceiving that the
exclaim.
' complicating
moments were flying, he
rose hastily, and with half an apology
to Miss Greene, te rushed acros3 the
dining room.

DAY EOAD,

EH

sill

"Please

De Not Compel Me to Go Into

Revolting Particulars."

'

tlnued, "you needn't look! It wouldn't
be the first time, as you well know
and It isn't so many years ago and 1
have your mother's full permission,
too."
The chain of ladylike sympathy that
passed about the table at this declaration was broken only when Its ends
converged on Vernon. Even then they
seemed to pinch him.
Mrs.
Your poor, dear mother,
went on, "inOverman Hodge-Lathrosisted. Indeed, on coming down herself, but I knew she could never stand
such a trip. I told her," and here Mrs.
paused for an
Overman Kodge-Lathroinstant, "I told htr that I thought 1
could manage."
There was a vast significance in this
speech.
The waiter hail brought the substan
tial to the ladits, and Mrs. Overman
Hodge-Laibrobegan eating deter
minedly.
It was, of course. Just vhttt I had
always predicted," the went on, in s
staccato that was timed by the Use ol
her fork to her lips, "1 knew that pol
t
you,
itics would lnevitabiy
soon or late. And now It has brought
you to this."
To what?" asked Vernon, suddenly
Amelia
growing bold and reckless.
had not given him one glance; she
was picklns at her chop.
rais
Mrs. Overman Hodge-Lathroing her goid glasses and se tting them
aristocratically
on the bridge of her
nose, fixed her eyes on Vernon.
"Morley," she said, "we know. We
have heard and we have read. The
Chicago press is an institution that.
In
fortunately, still survives
these
Iconoclastic days. You know very
well, of course, what I mean. Please
do not compel me to go into the revolting particulars." She took her
glasses down from her nose, as if that
officially terminated the matter.
,'
"But really, Mrs.
said Vernon. He was growing angry,
too,
then,
and
he was conscious some
how that Miss Greene was looking at
him. His waiter, John, timidly ap
proached with a glance at the awful
presence of Mrs. Overman Hodge- Lathrop, and said:
"Yo' breakfus, senato',
is gottln'
col'."
"That may wait," said Mrs. Over,
man
and John sprang
back out of range.
Vernon was determined,
then, to
have It out.
CHAPTER XI.
"Really, Mrs. Hodge-LathroJesting
"
None of the ladles relaxed at Ver aside
"Jesting!" cried
Mrs. Overman
non's approach, Mrs. Overman HodgeHodge-Lathro"Jesting! Indeed, my
Lathrop least of all. On the contrary
boy, this is quite a serious business!
she seemed to swell Into proportions
that were colossal and terrifying, and She tapped with her forefinger.
"Well, then, all right," said Vernon,
when Vernon came within her sphere
of Influence his manner at once sub "I don't know what I've done. All
have done hag been to champion
dued itself into an apolcgy.
measure and- I may add, without
"Why,
Mrs,
Amelia
he cried, "and Mrs. Standish, boasting, I hope, with some success
Mrs. Marbourton, Mrs. Traits, Mrs. all I have done has been to champion
a measure which was to benefit your
Langdon how do you do?"
Ke went, of course, straight to Mrs sex, to secure your rights,
"Morley!" Mrs. Overman Hodge- s
side, the
Overman
side that sheltered Amelia, and he Lathrop said, cutting him short. "Mor
tried to take the hands of both women ley, have you Indeed fallen so low? It
Is Incomprehensible
to me, that
at once. Amelia gave him bers coldly young
man who had the mother you
without a word and without a look. He
nave,
who
you
advantages
the
had
grew weak, inane, and laughed un
have had, who was born and bred aa
easily.
"Delightful morning." he said, "this you were, should so easily have lost
his respect for women!"
country air down here is "
"Lost my respect for women!" cried
"Morley,"
Mrs. Overmansaid
Vernon,
and then he laughed. "Now,
Hodge-Lathrosevprely. "take that
Mrs.
he went on with
seat at the foot of the t; ble."
a
shade
of
irritation in his tone, "this
He obeyed, meck'.y. The ladies, he
thought, from the rustle of their skirts Is too much!
Mrs. overman Hodge-Lathrowas
withdrew themselves subtly. The only
glances they vouchsafed him were calm.
"Have ymi
her any respect?"
sidelong and disapproving.
He found
cue went on. "Have you not, on the
it impossible to apeak, and so waited
ontrary,
said
and
done everything
He could not recall having experienced
you could, to drag her down from her
similar sensations since those menac
ing occasions of boyhood when he had exalted station, to pull her to the
been sent to the library to await his earth, to bring her to a level with
men. to make her soil herself with
father's coming.
"Delightful morning, indeed!" Mrs, politics, by scheming and voting and
and wiresaid, in her caucusing and button-holinOverman Hodge-Lathropulling? You would have her degrade
most select tones. "Delightful morn
ing to bring us poor old ladies down and unsex herself by going to the
pells, to caucuses and conventions
into the country!"
you would have her, no doubt, in time,
"I bring you down!" ejaculated Ver
lobbying for and
measures In
non.
"Morley," she said, "I don't wish to me council cuarr.Dr ana tlie legislature."
have one word from yrrj, not one; d
t
f'
you understand? Von,- wfcek)
speech has caused trouble enough as
it Is. Lucky we shall be it wt can undo
'
tnt half of it!"

to"

Mrs. M. Philion, Proprietress.

Board and Clean,

First-clas- s

llt Jim d. IMfil. set forth facts which show that
ifter due diiine'ice personal service of this notice
an not be made, it is nereoy orrterea ana airecrea
ha such notice be given by due and proper
lublication.
Harold Hurd. Receiver.
July 17
irst June

ORANGE GROVE
For An Ideal Home,
A GOLD MINE

AN

FOR PROFIT.
YOU have worked hard all your life, and worn your
on the big farm, and feel like
wife out running a boarding-hous- e

IF

settling down and being comfortable

Come to Fort Sumner, N. M.
Buy 10, 20 or 40 acres, plant Apples, Pears, Peaches, Alfalfa,
Celery? Potatoes, Onions; and make your land earn you $100,00
to $800,00 per acre, and have a gentleman's home.
.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
DeDartment of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
,t Santa Ke. N. Méx.. June 10, 19i9
Notice is hereby given that Lizzie woster, ol
cardo. N. Méx., who, o.i March 7, 1908, made
lomestead Entry OTisuS No. 13476. for N"W
n. M, r.
lection 17, Township Z N., Kange 1:4
lerfcian, has hied notice ot intention to maac
inal Commutation Proof, to establish claim to
he land abovedescribel. before W. M. Wedding- U. S. Cominr.. at Ricardo, ti. Méx., on Juiy
1, 1 i.
Oscar Cole,
Claimant names as witnesses:
'hartes Walney, Severie iianson, Henry iianson.
Mex.

Manuel It. Otero, Register.

THE CREAM OF THE PECOS VALLEY.
Titles perfect, warranty deed, $50,00 per acre and $5,00 per
Located on the Santa Fe
acre for ten years at 6 per cent.
through line to the Pacific Coast.

Write to Fort Sumner Land and Development Co.,
FORT SUMNER,

NOTICE FOR FUEL1CATION.
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office at
lnta Fe. M. Méx.. June 111. 1909.
Nonce :s hereby given t! fit acverie Iianson,
f Ricardo
N. Méx.. wh on March 7. 190ÍÍ, marie
E
tor
.íniesiead Fntry 0T!J07. No.
ection IS. Township 2 N. Kange Ü4 K. N. M. P.
lenoiin. has Med notice ot intention to make
insl Cornmutati. n proof, to estab'ish claim to the
nd above oestrlVd. before W. M. Weddington,
S. Commr., at ICitarüo, N. ftlex., on July 24.
Cssar Cole,
Claimant nsmrs ss W'tiicfws:
hrs Wir.ney. Lizzie Wester, J. M. Gorman, ail,
N. Mex.

RiCüldu,

12

Itst july

N. M.

5th. STREET MEAT MARKET.

Manuel P. Otero, Register,
rstiune

::

'i

t,

IV.

Rooms

ed

Prompt Service and Courteous Attention
Given To All Patrons.

NOTICE.

CONTEST

Kicardo,

NEW MEX.

05609.

6041.

Department of the Inleribr. United States Land
Koswell. N. Méx.. June 4, 1ÍK19.
Offi.e.
A sufficient contest affidavit having been tiled in
thisonieeby
J. U. Law, of Sunnyside. N. M
cio. ouro.
:ontestant. against nomesieau
(n-- e
Muu Aih iflisi. for north-eaE, N. M. V
Township 8 N, Ranite
lection
by
tontestee.
tfenneit,
Kllwcod
uerkliun.
F. Ben
n whleh it is uttered that paid kllwood
nett has wholly abundoncd said tract; that he has
handed
is residenco therelrom tor more man
entry: that said tract
iv mnrirh
since tnakino-saia nm tottloH iinnn n,d cultivated bv said party as
renmrefl hv Isw. and has not resided on and culti
vated said tract for ti e past six months next prior
to this, theüBth dny or uecemDer, jwi u.
laid psrties are hereby notonea to appear, respono
ind offer evidence touching said alieKallun at 10
clock a. m. on Aiw. a. lif.w. Delore w. . rarser,
it s rimr in his office in Sunrvside. N. Méx..
nnH timt final hearinir will be held at 10 o'clock
u m. on Aug. 12. 1909. before) the Register andtecciver at the United States Land Office in Rose'l. N. Mex.
The said contestant naving. in a proper amoavit,

01

WEEK.

$5.50 per

SUNNYSIDE.

Proprietor.

Well-furnish-

N.

Cent.

MEALS, 25

BOARD and ROOM,

FORT SUMNER RESTAURANT.

having, in a proper amaavic
. set forth facts which
lied
nut pervlce of tlliS
HPl-,kn that attar
notice tan not be made, it is hereby ordered and
rected that such notice be given by due ana
roper publication.
Harold Hitan, Receiver.
July 17
First June ast
Contest

per WEEK;

$4.50

D. HOODENPYLE,

well. New Mexico.
The said contestant

JIM
JIL USTnATIOMy

ROOMS, 25 and 50 Cents.

Prop's.

WOLFLEY,

CURTIS

17

NOTICE FCrt PUBLICATION,
Pepartnient of tl:e Interior. U. S. Laud Ollke ai.
Mwell. N. M.. June. 2, 1ÍXW.
Notice is Veietiy priven that Silvestre Martinez.
fcUinnyfliiit!,
who. on reb. fi, l.KW, maU
N.
r
omeateud Bntry .;r.9. Serial No, (Mi.2, lor
4s-Set , lí. jund p 1 4
14 arm E 1
2 L'. nm p
w
a?c. 7, Tim ntih'p 3 N,
eririinn, has file.! notice of in .tuition to make
ina! Five Year Proof, to establish claim lo tt.e
nd above described, before W. iJ. PnrHcr, U.S.
immissioTitr,
at his ofiioe in Sunny sine,
.. on the llith day of July. 90fl.
Cluimi-.n- t
namert ttft witr.fnen:
afael Mender, ,Tu!!ar De Y. Haca, Benito Segura
.d Felix Vare-a- . all of ir'titinvuitle, W. M.
T. C. Tillotson,
KeKister.
rst pub June 12 Inst inly 17

The Best Line Cf Fresh end Cured Meats
la Town.
"Out Cb' Towi Crdeks Solicitud."
i

hne

i.

NOTICE FOR PULBICATION.
Department of the Interior.
T. S. Land office at Santa Fe N. M.. June 15, 1909
Notice B hereby jriven that Wyatt W. Dickey,
f Sunny Bide, N. M who, on Jan. 17, 1908,
made
omestead Entry No. 128i.8, Serial No. 0543R. for
12, Township 6 N., Range 24 E, N. K
Sectk-B
, Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
'Inal Commutation Proof, to establish claim to
is land above described, before W. H. Pnrker,
t. S. Commissioner, at his office in Sunnyside, N.
., cn the Slth day of July, 194)9.
O. L. Myers.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
ail ot
T. Mryes, W. H. Jones. J. C. Liles,
unnyside, N. M.
Manuel R. Oteto, Retristcr.
last july 24
first jun 19

Livery Stable and Feed Yard.
HOKSES BOARDED BY THE MONTH.
ADOBE CORRAL CAMP WITH CEMENT FLOOR,
UACK

VV.

MEETS

ALL

TRAINS.

SUNNYSIDE,

M. HUNTER, Prop.

N. M.

BLACKSMITHING and WAGONWORK
J.

HORSE SHOEING
M. KUYKENDALL.

A

SPECIALTY.

ouimy'side.

New Mexico.

CONTEST NOTICE,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office.
Koswell. New Mexico, June 24, 1909.
A sufficient contest affidavit havinir been filed
nts..i.oe by James. J. Welborn, c,nteBtant, a
runm Homeatead Entry, No. 1H420 (i'SiiSu). made
une 25, 19W, for SiS 4 Section 23. Townnhip 2 N,
iiantte 26 E, N. M. P. Meridian, by John R. Cox,
onteatee, in which it is alleged that said entry-tu- n
has wholly abandoned naid tract; that he
hawred his residence therefrom for more than six
tonihs since making naid entry; that, said tract
3 not settled uon by said party as required by law;
a d p.irtiea lire hereby notified to ai peor, respond
nd otter evidence touching said alienation at 10 o
lock a. m. on Aujf. 5. 19(19. before W. H. Parker,
1. S. Commissioner,
at his office in Sunnyside, N.
t, (and that final he.irmir will be held at lOo'clock
.m. on August 13, 1W9, before the Register and
.eceivcr at the United States Land Office in
loswt;il. New Mexico,
The said coneMant havinpf, in a proper affidavit
i'ed Jun 24. 19li9. set forth facU which ihow that
ft?r due diligence personal service of thia notice
on not be made, it is hereby ordered and directed
;hat Hxieh notice be given by due and proper
T. C. Tillotson. Register
1st pub. July 3 last Aug 1
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Department of the Interior)
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, New Mexico.
May

21, 1909.

given that Victoria Potter, of
who, on January 6, 1908, made
Icmestead entry 22203, Serial No. 08106. for F.
Sec. S.Township 3
JW 4 and N 2 SW
Range. f6, cast, N Ml Miliian,
North
intention to make
:aa fi lei notice of
inal Commutation Proof, to establish claim
j3 the land above described, before W. H. Parker,
J. S. Commissioner, at his office in Sunnyside, N.
M., on the 7th day of September,
Clam ant namesas witnesses:
,t. A. Dugran, Dan Smyres, T. L. Nail and Sterling Berry; All of Sunnyaide. N. M.
T. C. TILLOTSON, Register.
Aug 14
First pub July
Notice is hereby
Sunnyside, N. M.,

The first application of ManZan, the
Vile reineuy, will a.most intantiy
Continued use of ManZan
give relief.
The
for a few days will effect a cure.
tube in which it is put up has a small
t.r.pre
ía
no in
oian.aA an that
convenience whatever. ManZan Is for
the cure of any kind oí' Vites. It isáo.ü
hero by the fcumiyjidts Drug Cu.

reat

C.

W. FOOR & Co.
AGENTS, LAND LOCATORS,
and SURVEYORS.

REAL ESTATE

Call On Or Write To Us.
We have the field notes' of Township
Township 2 North, 26 East.

SUNNYSIDE,

1,

S.

25 East.

Also

NEW MEXICO.

MOISE BROS. CO.
SANTA ROSA and BUCHANAN.
-

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
The Bert Of Everything In Our Line.

Groceries, Provisions, Notions,
GENTS

FURNISHING

GOODS,

Boots and Shoes.

MOISE BROS. CO.

We Are Safe.
The lands lying adjarért to Fort Sumner have not been
because of GOOD SC1L, BETTER
designated in the

These are WELEORN'S reasons.

See

hhi

.1

J

TIRED ALL THE TIME.
Languor,

listlessness,

dullness

of

spirits are often due to kidney disor-
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reach Denver frra New York,
leaving him 27 days for the trip
f70ra the Colorado metropolis
to

house. It was 40 years later, yet We
ton recalled the meal, and the old
man's eyes sparkled as if In memory

Eren when Weston had so near- ly completed his Journey as to
safely traverse the Great Salt Lake
desert there were some people in
the great cities who were skeptical
as to the walker's ability to reach
his destination.
"Can,t
reacn
'Frisco, eh?"
queried Weston with an arching of
the eyebrows which seemed to echo

put before him.
Weston inquired after the man's wife
and was told that she had been dead
20 years.
Tears came into the eyes of
the aged Illinois farmer.
Then the pair, like two old cronies,
set out down the road together, West- on abandoning his long, sweeping stride

Why

rSkrtéS
V
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DWAHD PAYSO.N' WKSTON, aged 72 years,
is till! youngest om man in me worm, inui
I satislli'd with a mere statement of this
I lact, Weston has proven it by walking
i rum iew
ioik lo sun rranciacu, a e
of 4,600 miles, ln 100 days, Sundays
excluded.
His timvul in Krisco just the other day
is proul enough that there is only one
Weston, it was one of the greatest walks
ever undertaken by any pedestrian.
With the chilly March winds making
walking a difficulty along Broadway, New
York, Weston on the fifteenth of the
month started his long, tedious, coast-to-coalope and the biggest pleasure of his
life came when the cool afternoon
greeting,
seemed to
breeze, as if in
v rise out of Golden Gate, San Francis-VcI
and make the home stretch to the
IFrisco city hall more pleasant.
Greeted by the people of San Francisco with even more hospitality than
he had experienced along the route, if
such a condition were possible, this
Interesting old man was Indeed at the
height of his glory.
Think of it you who brag about a
ten-mil- e
feat of pedestrianisra
this
New Englander during his
years of walking, has traversed more
than 25,000 miles, which is the distance around the world, land and water included.
His latest achievement was accomplished at a rate of 48 miles each day.
a hard proposition ln consideration of
the fact that Weston returned the
public's little courtesies by addressing his admirers along the route.
Some days over level country where
fast time was possible, he would negotiate 50 and 60 miles. The record
was set when on his walk from Port
land, Me., to Chicago a year ago, he accomdeclared it was the best time he natf ljade
plished a stretch of 90 miles in a day. Then,
during the trip.
however, he walked almost the entire 24 hours.
To every one along his route of travel, whj
saw him appear on the horizon to the east
Always carrying a regulation breakfast food
and then vanish again toward the setting sun
smile this quaint old character, who, by the
he was the same cheery, hale, hearty, happy
way, can address an audience as well as he
His feet might be clogged
old gentleman.
can walk long distances, .never lost sight of
with mud, if the weather happened to be InHappy,
the optimistic side of his venture.
clement, his clothes rain, or dew soaked. It
hale, hearty and a picture of color, he laughed
made no difference with the Weston smile,
gayly at mention of the vicissitudes which he
however. It shone no matter what the condiwas compelled to undergo In making good in
tions.
his determination to span the continent afoot.
Smiling upon everyone ln general, bowing to
western deserts, he
Facing the
the matrons, throwing kisses to the misses,
wore the same typical Yankee smile. Only
his whole being reflected the power of the
once did the relentless heat of the sands cause
good nature which his manager declared ashim to falter. That was, when in crossing the
sisted him In his difficult task.
Great Salt Lake desert on the twenty-seconTreading the slope of the Rockies several
stop
to
and
almost
forced
rest
was
of June he
days behind time, be only saw the sliver lintwo hours at Lemay, Utah. He rested almost
ing ln the clouds that threatened to blast his
against his will, but he realized that the little hopes of reaching the Pacific coast at 4 p. m.,
snatch of sleep at Lemay was for the best.
on the 8th of July.
Leaving Hogup, Utah, at 0:30 that morning,
At his journey's end the whole city of San
Francisco abandoned its last hour of the busihe started his desert tramp. That night he
ness day in the hope of making the pedestriwas at Lucin, 41 miles away. At four o'clock
an's welcome a warm one. Just as other westthe next morning he saw dawn break over the
to
was
miles
the
several
ern cities had turned out to wave a cheery heltown of Lucin, and he
steady
same
stride
the
with
walking
to Weston, big, rejuvenated
west,
lo and good-broads
progress
better
his
alms
marked
which
'Frisco was proportionately hospitable to this
remarkable character.
in the east.
With the eastern slope of the Rockies traHe suffered a slight injury l'rom a fall in the
versed there were some who questioned the
west, and this hurt augmented by the effects
possibility of the pedestrian's safe arrival at
of the heat, promised to make his dally walks
the Golden Gate on the day set for his welshorter. Sheer persistence kept him at his
ailcome.
task, and his will power overcame his
"I am still a young old man," he Bald laughConsequently, when he crossed the
ments.
ingly, "and I have shown the pedestrian youngwest state line of Utah, he was in splendid
sters of 55 and 60 years that my heyday Is not
physical condition.
on the wane.
All was not milk and honey for the pedes"There have been plenty of obstacles to
trian. At Laramie, Wyoming, his manager
overcome, but with a path to tread and a will
forced him to stay indoors for an entire half
behind me, nothing Is Insurmountable."
lay ln order to conserve his energy.
Fairly swimming through a sea of mud was
MfcPerhaps the states east of Illinois which
greeted Weston a year ago when he made his one of the everyday happenings with the
walker.
memorable trip from Portland, Me., to
"I agreed to walk from ocean to ocean, but I
were not quite as enthusiastic over the
aged' pedestrian as they were in 1908, but If
had no idea I would be compelled to swim part
to
young
Weston
failed
Mr.
the way," he said. "But that Is just what
of
such was the case
I had to do ln Colorado. My walk into Denver
see the lack of hospitality.
was over roads which were terrible. I carried
One of the speediest "laps" which the walktons of mud on my feet, it seemed to me, and
er accomplished before entering California,
It was a supreme effort to lift the dirt Itself
was that from Ogden to Hogup, Utah. Leavwith taking a step which carried my own body
ing Ogden one hour after midnight he reached
besides."
tb smaller city late in the afternoon of the
It took Pedestrian Weston lust 73 days to
same day. It was a tramp of 61 miles, and be
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for shorter, slower steps, more in
keeping with the
condiphysical
tion of his friend
of four decades
ago.
good-bTheir
crossat the
roads, a quarter
of a mile from

E

j
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reach the co.St with
t0 8IaleAnd the square
Weston jaw seemed to augur well
for the success of his resolve.
In every big city through which
he New Ens'nier passed en
route to the Pacific ocean, police
protection from the
astlc public was necessary, and he
declared that of all the friends he
made the city minions were heart!- er ln their wlshes for hls "'"mate
access than the thousands and
wh0 were Intere9ted ta
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the farmer's
touch-

Í JCcLxV

1
His loss of time which
amounted to five days as
he started to ascend the
of
western slope
the
mighty Rockies, was occasioned chiefly by his desire to please the admir- -

common
Ing
p e e - p u 1. It
one of
was

the

which

to

he

Li

ok

J

attencalled
tion when accounting
for

the delay.

Many

De Quiz What's your Idea of the
difference between optimism and pessimism?
De Whiz O ! the optimist says it Is
spring when it isn't and the pessimist
ays it isn't when it is.
Sex in Cromwells.
Of course with the sexes on a foo.
Ing of equality as regarded
opportunity, it would nut be long until a female Cromwell made her appearance,
and, having made her appearance, was
getting her portrait painted.
The painter, once more a fawning, courtly fellow, would have the
picture a flattery; but she rebuked
him in words that became historic!
"Paint ln the hips!" she commanded, sternly, showing that she could
be more rigidly devoted to the truth
than Oliver himself. Puck.

abode was
ing, and for the
Hospitals a Benefit to Property.
last
and
first
The National Association for the
time during the
entire trip, tears Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis
appeared ln the has recently concluded an Investigapedestrian's eyes. tion, which shows that 67.5 per cent.
Df the tuberculosis
sanatoria and hosIt was the recol- pitals
of the United States have been
lection of the old
days when Wes- a benefit to the property and health
of the communities in which they are
ton was comparatively a young- located. In t.be case of more than 62
ster, and was be- per cent, of the sanatoria the presence
In-- !
friended by the of the institutions lias helped to
crease the assessed value of surround-- I
1
of the ing property.
country through which he had journeyed.
Another Step Needed.
Weston and Dan O'Leary were youngsters
"I like my house all right," said
as well as pioneers in the business of pedes-trlanls- Luschman, "except for one thing.
I
years ago. Then the O'Leary "walk" guess you'll have to fix that."
was a distinct rival of the Weston "walk."
"What is it?" asked the architect.
Their feats on the thoroughfares of the coun"Several times lately
nearly
try attracted far more attention than they do broken my neck reaching I've
for another
in these busy days, and people step at the head of the stairs when I
were getting up early in the morn- got home late, so I guess you'd better
ing to tear off a journey of from put another step there." Catholic
15 to 20 miles before breakfast,
Standard and Times.
using the stride of their favorite
walker.
What Made Her Suspect.
The O'Leary stride then, consistHubby But what makes you think
with
the
executing
motions
ed of
I've been drinking?
hips, shoulders, as well as limbs,
Wifie Several things. The princialong with a good deal of arm pal one, however, is that you're so
swinging, while the New England-er'- s fearfully drunk. Cleveland Leader.
style consisted of a straight,
swinging step, with the head,
The Facts.
"Do poets ever really starve?"
shoulders and hips moving in harmony with the lower limbs.
"Well, maybe not. But we seldom
"What does he get out of it? ever get a chance to overeat."
What good does it do him?" the
matter-of-fact
twentieth
practical
century man will ask.
In answer, Weston's friends declare that in the first place every
man has some hobby or other.
-Weston's bobby Is long distance
walking.
In the second place it
may turn itself into a financial venture some day. Weston Is a good
,
orator, and on his tours is always
in demand as a lecturer.
But at the same time the pedestrian is said
to be comparatively a poor man. On his walk
to Chicago, he enIn 1908 from Portland
tered the Windy City with the expectation of
He did a little speaking, but not to Added to the Long List due
lecturing.
any great extent.
This Famous Remedy.
his absolute integrity is an offer
show
To
which was made to him, and rejected by him
Camden, N.J. "It is with pleasure
almost Immediately, of a firm manufacturing
that I add my testimonial to your
a shoe device. He could have turned his sig- already long list hoping that It may
nature to the company's testimonial Into sev- Induce others to avail themselves of
this valuable medieral thousand dollars on the spot, had he
cine, LydiaE.Pink-ham'- s
chosen to sign a paper, stating that he had
Vegetable
worn the shoe contrivance on his journey and
Compound, I suffound It satisfactory.
He had not worn It, and
fered from terrible
refused the offer without a second's hesitation.
headaches, pain in
For him pedestrlanism is one great round of
my back and right
pleasure. He likes to walk and tb- - agreement
side, was tired and
nervous, and so
he made to traverse the continent in 100 days
weaklcould hardly
simply furnished more than three months of
.
stand. Lydia
enjoyment.
VegetaFinkham's
That was Weston's Idea. The agreement was
ble Compound reln a sense, a secondary matter. His vigor, vistored me to health
tality and recuperative powers are declared and made me feel like a new person.
wonderful by physicians who have studied him. Anil if. oH a 1 Almva liavA mv nralaA '
He is probably the greatest athlete of the age,
Mrs. W. P. Valentine, 902 Lincoln
Avenue, Camden, N. J.
everything considered.
was a great sufGardiner, Me.
By post roads the distance from New York
to San Francisco is 4.300 miles, but aocordlng ferer from a female disease, The docto go to the
would
tor
have
said
I
to the estimate furnished by Mr. Weston and hospital
for an operation, but Lydia E.
his mamger the distance is 4,600 miles, which Finkham's Vegetable Compound combeing accomplished In 100 days, excluding Sun- pletely cured me in three months."
days, necessitates a tramp averaging 46 miles Mrs. S. A. Williams, B. F. S. No. 14,
Box 89, Gardiner Me.
each day.
Because your case is a difficult one,
Considering the many setbacks which are
bound to occur on such a journey as this the doctors having done you no good,
not continue to suffer without
do
progress which Weston made was considered
giving Lydia . Finkham's Vegetable
remarkable.
Compound a trial It surely has cured
It was declared that the automobile which many cases of female ills, such as inwas following Weston deserted him ln the west flammation, ulceration, displacements.
because that particular make of car failed to fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodio
get the amount of publicity desired. This was pains, backache, that bearing-dow- n
something of a setback for the old man, be- feeling, indigestion, dizziness, and nerprostration. It costs but a trifle
cause the machine carried provisions, refresh- - vous
to try it, and the result is worth milmenta and other necessities
lions to many suffering women.

MORE

pleasant

"obstacles"

ders. Pain and weakness ln the back,
sides and hips, headaches, dizziness,
urinary disorders are sure signs that
the kidneys need immediate attentJon.
Uelay Is dangerous.
iCIfv
Alonzo Adams, Osceola, Iowa, says:
"My kidneys failed
me. I suffered awful pain and was so
weak I could not
work, and often had
to take to bed. I
was dull and exhausted nearly all the
I consulted doctors and used
time.
medicines, but only Doan's Kidney
helped
me. Soon I was permaPills
nently cured."
Remember the name Doan's. Foi
sale by all dealers. 50 cents a box
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo., N. Y.

cour-

tesies of various character were extended to
him and it was necessary
to acknowledge
them. In so doing, a little speech and perhaps a stopover for some local festivity necessitated lots of fast walking when the trail was
again taken up.
Cow paths, big paved city streets, country
roads, ditches, rights of way belonging to railroads, and often mere trails through the woods
furnished the line of travel for the great journey of this aged athlete.
Intense enthusiasm was manifested ail
through the west, and true hospitality of the
plains was accorded him after he departed
from Chicago. Only a year previous, he had
passed along the same New
route, and he seemed an old friend to the
countrymen.
Consequently,
like every old
friend, his feat did not cause nearly so much
consternation there as in the west.
"Mercy, how do you take care of your corns,
walking as much as you do?" a white-haire- d
grandma ln Indiana asked Weston, as he
quenched his thirst at her well.
"O, they're Just ordinary feet. I have a few
corns, but cold water is the best medicine
they know. It keeps them in great trim."
Weston wore out dozens of pairs of shoes
during the journey. He had to have an especially pliable shoe, one which neither pinched
his feet nor was too loose, and one of the difficulties of the trip was procuring just the
correct footwear.
It was 40 years ago and more that Weston
startled the country by one of his especially
long walks. When passing through Illinois on
his last venture, he encountered
an aged
farmer who was sunning himself in front of
his farm home.
Hard work had told on the Illlnolsan's
physique. He looked little like the young man
who had stopped his plowing one spring morning back ln the nineteenth century to offer the
Weston a meal at the farm '
then

J

PINKHAM

CURES

to

"I

The government

The Oklahoma Constitution.

RAILROAD.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

(continued from page 3.)
TIME TABLE.
adopting an old age pension sysFrom Santa Fe to Torrance.
Leaves Santa Fe at 4;25 p. M. going tem, declared the "mother of
parliments" had sunk to the levLeaJei WiHard 7:09 P.M. going south.
el of this new western state. The
Arrives at Torrance 8:10 p. M.

Oklahoma constitution, however,
has not surprised a iy one who
Leaven Torrance at 11:05 A. M.
Williard at 12:17 P. M.
has been following the tenden-cei- s
Arrive- at Santa Fe 3:05 P. M.
of America state legislation
Makes close connections with the Belen
lf.st three decades; it is
the
for
Cut-oWilliard;
with the SoutliJ
at
by
"a leap in the dark"
no
means
the
western at Torrance and with
or "a shooting of Niagra." The
A. T. S. F. at Kennedy.
MORRELL LAW. Traffic Manager. American people are not given
to sailing the ship of state by
F. C. HASTINGS.
the stars or to deducing rules of
laws from abstract notions; and
Carpenter and Builder.
every important clauses of the
South Side Of The Fiaza,
Oklahoma constitution has been
N. M.
Sunnyside,
tried out in the experience of one
or more of the older commonRICARDO HOTEL :: wealths. The initiative and reMrs. HINSON & Miss BEVEN, Prop's. ferendum came from Oregon and
find warrant in the laws of severBEST ACCOMMODATIONS IN TOWN
al other states; direct nomination
N. M.
RICARDO,
is fast working a revolution in the
party system after a
American
The Cough Syrup that
f
rids the system of a cold generation of tentative experiby acting as a cathartic on the ments built upon earlier voluntary methods; the departure from
bowels is
old legal practices, even in such
imporiant matters as the injunction, find many precedents; the
provisions regarding corporation
are gathered from the constitutions and statues of states as
far apart as New York and Texas,
and the labor provisions are not
new to students of social econmy.

II .....
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LAXATIVE

COUGH SYRUP

Land Office Ruling

ice is the original laxative cough syrup,
contains no opiates, gently troves the
bowels, carrying the cold off through the
The Registers and Receivers,
Guaranteed to give
atural channels.
United States Land Office, Colotion or money retundid
rado, Montana, Nevada, Oregon,
For sale by the Sunyside Drug Co.

L

R. SCHOOL

Contractor and Builder.
Work A Specialty"
Call on me for bids on all
kinds of Buildings.
N. M.
Fort Sumner,
"Cement

PROFESSIONAL.
DR. W. R. LOVELACE.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
SURGERY A SPECIALTY.
Office at the store of the Sunnyside
Dreg Company.
Sunnyside.

New Mexico.

C. C. DAVIDSON.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Practices in all the Courts.
Special attention to land cases
before the U. S. Land Office.
Tucumcari,

New Mex.

WHARTON & LAWSON.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
N- -

AI.AMOCORDO.

M.

M. R. BAKER.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Contest Cases Before U. S. Commissioner a Specialty.

NOTARY PUBLIC IN OFFICE.
Sunnyside.
New Mexico.

A, J. GILLIAM.

Agent for Texico Steam Laundry,
and W. Tailoring Co.,

W.

ALSO,
CITY

BARBER

SHOP.

Fort Sumner
Broom Factory,

OWENS

&

SONS

WHOLESALE & RETAIL

Utah, Washington, Wyoming,
Arizona, and New Mexico.
Gentlemen:
conReferring to form
tained in instructions approved
March 25, 1909, nniier the enlarged homestead act of Febuary
19, 1909, attention has been called to the face that it will often
ba difficult t3 procure two witnesses in the vicinity who are
"well acquaintid" with applicant
while witnesses may easily be
procured who can testify as to
the character of the lands applied
for.
The important statements to
be corroborated are as to the
character of the lands, and it is
c ,nsideiei unneccssiry that witnesses be acquainted with the
applicant.
Ycu are, therefore, instructed
that in cases where the witness- es are not acquainted with the
applicant the corroborating affi
davit may be modified to read as
follows, to wit:
We,
of..
, of
do solemnly swear that we are
well acquainted with the lands
described in the above application, and personally know that
the statements made by the ap-- I
plicant relative to the character
of the said lands are true.
You will give publicity to these
instructions and advise officers
qualified to administer oaths in
such casee in your district.
Very respectfully
Fred Dennett,

Solicit the General Trade and
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Commissioner.
Fort Sumner, - - New Mex. Approved May 24, 1909
R. A. Ballinger,
J. B. WILMETH
Secretary.

Painter and Paper Hanger
WALL PAPER

"All Work Guaranteed.
FnRT Ritmnf.h

"

KTir.w HT FY.

,

Kings Little Liver Pills small,
pleasant and easy to take. Sold
by Sunnyside Drug Co.

Por Sal '120 acres of patented

land, within 5 miles of F rt
Sumner; living water; a choice
place for a dairy ranch; cheap
for cash.
C. W. F00R.

PiNEULES for the Kidneys
On

at

30 DAYS' TRIAL FOR I.OO.
ut the Sunnside Drug Co's.

sals- -

Just Received a Car Load of Flour
Ulankenship & Co's.

Pile Remedy
ManZan
BtUtVtM WHtH OTHER FAIL
I'..-

-

t.

iba SíiuinvtfMí.

Drorr Co

Obituary
Collie Smallwood was born Nov. 28,
at Clarksvile, Texas.
Mr. and Mr. Smallwoodnd and eon,
Collie, have resided here at Ft. Sumner
gince De(:- - 1907.
Yt.Bterday morning, on the 9th of
Ju,y 1ttle Colli, wt.nt t0 look after the
cows for his parents on his pony, which
had just gotten quiet enough lor him
to go alone on. Him a child, being delighted with the fact, went off in glee,
but seemed to have decided to have
pleasure in the lake; left his clothes in
the boat, and in an hour or so was found
in a watery grave.
Little Collie being seven years, seven
months and eleven days old, has gone
to be an angel, which he often said he
was going to be, or as the scripture
Buys "we who are redeemed shall be as
the angels in heaven."
We cannot call him back to us, but
we can go to be with him.
The funeral, after a song and prayer
at the home was conducted at the
cemetary by the minister in charge
and wriier.
W. Arthur Edwards,
I901.

.......
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OF AGRICULTURE
AtiD MECHANIC ARTS

Going North.

ff

.. .

c .reful in seeing

JM

At

"To promote Liberal and

Practical Education."

(MCK0U act or iee!)
supported by the United States
Gives practical
Government and the Territory of New Mexico.
Thus fits
training in the industries, as well as general education.
conditions. This is
its students for successful life under present-da- y
not a school for the favored few. It is Everybody's College.
Coüepc Courses (lour years) in Agriculture, Mechanical, Electric J and Civil
HALL
Administration Building
HAOt-E-

A school

Household Económica, Commerce and General Science, Requirement!
for entrance and graduation the tame ai in the belt college! and technical achoola.
Preparatory Course (four years) equal to best city high schools.
Industrial Courses (four years) in Agriculture, Practica! Mechanics, Business
and Domestic Science, (or boys and girls who do not expect to take a college course.
Upen to students who have completed the eigtitn grade in trie common suioou.
Stenography and SpanUi Stenography (one or two yeai 0- -

is acting ft bit more
that homestead entrj-me- n

comply with the law before granting a patent; the Logan Leader takes
the following reasonable view of it:
The appearance of government Land
Inspector Gibson seems to have caused
quite a flurry among some of our claim
holders. You who are living in accord-- a
ice with the homestead laws shouldn't
object to his vista, as he is simply
protecting you against those who are
not so living and seeing that they
either do their siiare in advancing the
or lose their claims. He will not bother you who are living on your claims
and doing all you can to improve them,
even though those improvements may
be small."

Engineering,

"ry

Faculty at

Territory.
De-e- n
Luildints. Splendid Equipment.
Uuiuual opportunities for
Comfortable duimilories. Expensestow.

fr

Cattdoeu.
W. E. GARR5SON

VJ.lt

Address the President

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. N. MEX.

Go Into
The Townsite of Fort Sumner is now on the market
and is being extensively advertised throughout the East
and Middle-wes- t.
There are twenty four industries and businesses that are
needed in Fort Sumner at once.
Local people will be given a preference and to those who
either business blocks or
will build immediately
nel
inducements will be offered.
homes-exceptio-

L. C. VanHECKE,
Manager,
Office - - - D. J. McCanne's Cottage.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS OF NEW
MEXICO.

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION,

Department of the Interior.!
U.S. Land Office at ItoaweHN. M.. Maya), 19.0.
XTn,ia ,. ha.nhv
viven that Juan MaTttS
of Sunnysi e, N. M.. who. en May 7, 19.,
07149,
for
made iiomes.ead Entry 6S93, Serial No.
Section 25. Township 4 N., Range 25
notice-ofiled
haa
Meridian,
P.
N. M.
intention to make final five year proc. to
establish claim to the land above described, before
W. H. Parker. U. S. Commissioner, at Sunttysiae,
N. M.. on the 24th day OI August, mis.
rl.imsnt nsmps as witneasea: Rafael Hundes.
Celedón Truiilio. Awipito Care ia. Felix Harela;
. M.
All oí sunnyside.
T. C. Tillotaon, Register,
first july 10 last aug 14
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the interior. U. S. land Office
atRostKil. N.M..
.If"
.
Notice is hereby Riven that P. Randolph, Pap-eof Buchanan, N. M.. who, on May 2a, 1;4, maiia
Entry. No. 5159. ser. no. 092H2. for
Hometti-aisec. 6. and
4 see. 8.
N
Section 6. Township 1 north. Ranura 2X
4
Emit, N.M.P. Meridian, has Hied notice of intention to make Final Five Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above deacribed, betore Frank
N. Paire. U. S. Court Commissioner, at his office
in Buchanan, N. M., on the 24th day of Auir. lata.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. VV. Pride, Thomas E. W. Coombs. William E.
Baker, Tontas Chaves; All of Buchanan, N. M.
KegiRtcr.
T. C. Tillotson,
Auir 14
first pub July ast

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
N. M.. June b, 19119.
the following to say concerning
Notice Is hereby Riven that Joe K. Burck, of La
M xico:
who. on Feb. 14. 1SXJ8. made HomeLande, N.
for a
Entry 23241. Serial no
"From all accounts New Mexico is stead
Section 80, Township .1 N,
and N 2
M
notice of instriving hard and successfully to over- KanKe 27 B. N p Meridian, has filed Proof,
to estention to make Fnal Commutation
come at least one of the arguments tablish claim to the land above described, before
at his office in
J. Townley, U. S. Commissioner,
raised against her admission into the 1J.
day
September,
M
of
on thd 9th
La Lande, N.
sisterhood of states. A resident of the 909.
Clay Trout.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PoUrrove;
All of
A.
L.
the territory for the last twenty-fiv- e
Mil
baker,
B.
Hurt,
J.
years has just put into writing his La Lande, N. M,
T. C. Tiiiotson, Resistor.
testimony that avast improvement has
lastB-21st
taken place there in the last few years,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and that this improvement promises to
Depai tment of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
continue until in the matter of educa
at Hunta re. N. M.. July X. 1UH9.
tion New Mexico will be able to bear
Not ce is hereby ariven tnat OscnrCoie. of Ricar.
M.. who, on March l;uh, 11SJH, made Home-Blea-d
comparison with any of the western do, N. Enliv
Section
I6:t.f. No. lr.SO. for
2 N, Kawre 24 K, Principal Meridian,
states. This writer found when e .S, Township
of intention to mal;e Final
fi'ed no.i-has
firtt became a residentof the Territor; ,
Proof, to istibl'Hh claim to the land
U. S.
described, before W. M. Weddinirton.
that tlie natives were content to pit w a'ot.ve
Con.r.. at liis otfice in Ricardo, N. M.. on the 24th
with a crooked stick drawn by a cow; ay of Aiiirust. 19 19.
as witnesses: Thomrs T. Jones,
Ca msnl
that they were content to scratch the ( ha
ley W. tney Ilenry riaiisuii, J. M. Gorman:
ground two or three inchts deep with All of Ricardo, N. M.
Manufx R. Otkro, Register.
the furrows a foot or more apatt; that 1st pub
last 8 21
A

recent issue of a Boston paper has

New at Roawell.

the native children had no schools, and
1h3 native parents were utterly ii
TO COriSUMPTIVES.
different. r.p t!.i ;oint. Now, he tel s Edward A. Vilson'B Preparation of Hyphosphi-- !
us, there are corimon schools all over tes and Blodtretti from th original formula is
for Consumption, Asth.
the Territory. There is a territorial the Soverign Remedy
ma. Catarrh, LaGiippe, Coushs, Golds, and
university, an agricultural college, a
Ma'.idies.
ail Throat and LurtjC
normal university and a normal school.
Thousands of people aay they have reliev- "It is pleasing to iind these and ed by it.
other statements made in this connec
Those who have used it will have no oth- -'
tion fully supported by the latest
er, and reccolnmend it to their fellow suf- From these it appears fers.
statistics.
that New Mexico during the last debacle ' It ha cured many after they wei-- (riven
up an incurable by their pbysicions.
haa has made truly wonderful progress
Forfullpiirticulars.
testimonial:', etc., address
in every particular, and in no way
C. A. Abbot, Sole Agent,
more strikingly than in the matter of fiO Ann Street, New Yrok City, N. Y.
Although the t.ro
popular education.
gress of educational wor.c has been
ManZan is good for any kind of Pilca,
somewhat hampered by the presence cf
It stops infl.tmation, ' creates a
two languages in general use,., the last
normal circulation, thus reducing the
repcrt made by the Govenor on tiie
Piles, antMieal.t the parts affected,
subject must he regarded as t ig ,ly
Mi'tiZ n may be convetrcntly and easily
80,000
chi.iirm
satisfactory. Of the
applied, as the tube in wlrch it is put
of Bchool 8ge in the Territory,, 50,000
up has a small patent, nozzle attached.
were enrolled in the public sehoolr.
Soul by Sunnyside Drug Co.
Several thousand were also enrolled in
The total number of
other schools.
teachers was 1,000; the value of school
Car Load of Salt ,ju- -t received
property was $1,000,000 and the annual
at Blank enship & Co's.
cost of the schools was $539.161.
"The satisfying thing is that the
progress made in education in New
Superintendent of Public Instructian
Mexico during the
ist quarter of a J. D. Clark is working on a compilaron
ceiitury is greater than was made du
of plans for public school buildings adap- ing the preceding
tnree hundrea ted to New Mexico. This is very comyears."
Ugliness has been too Kng
mendable.
a trait of public school biiildnjrs, esOne of our local yonng bucks who pecially in the rural harmony with surmakes a weekly pilgrimage to Ricardo roundings should be a dominant trait.
says that place is Ladly in neej tf a Superintendent Clark should include in
.
livery stable.
his proposed pamphlet a few directions
P. S. Anybody got a burro to lend.
about school gardens, landscape garden-ingan- d
beautifying the surroundings of
public schoal Vmilbings, for even an ugly
Society Item.
building can be redeemed with beautiWe understand that our esteemed(?)
ful surroundings while the finest structrival gave a soree and housewanning
ure may be made to appear ugly if the
to a number of his lady friends, in his
grounds surrouninf it are replicas of
printery on Sunday eve. We ira in- "Tih Can Alley."
Sarita Fe New
deed sory to have missed such a social Mexican.
event, the refreshments fe'ved, and
truly shocked and surprised
at his
soles are in
When your down-trodde- n
selfishness.
need of repairs go to W. M. Park, the
cobbler, on 4tii. street.
Celestino Saiuluvai ma ie a business
trip to Vaughn Tuesday.
of Portales,
Miss Cora Anderson
arrived Thursday and took the position
Mr. Isaac Sandnv-- ll of La Lando,
at BlankenBhip's made vacant by the
has been a vis.tjr here nearly all t.iis resignation
of Miss Bullock.
week.

tiat

TAYLOR and KISLING
General Blacksmith.!, g, Wagon Work and
Horseshoeing
Machinery Repairs A Specialty.

La Lande, :

New Mex.

: : :

J.

J. N. LINE

L. MAXWELL

LINE & MAXWELL
Dealers in GENERAL MERCHANDISE
RICARDO,

::::::

NEW MEXICO.

Everything To Eat and Wear
Also HAY and GRAIN

"AT THE RIGHT PRICE"

THE

TWENTY-NINT-

ANNUAL

H

New Mexico Fair and
Resources Exposition
Albuquerque, N. M., October 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
President TaftWillBe
Great Display of New
Here!
Mexico's Natural
A $20,000 Exhibit of
and Resources

Amu-semen-

Resources
Every County in New
Mexico Will Have an
Exhibit of Her Mineral

ts

A Marathon Race, t'aeFirtt
Ever Pulled Off in the
Southwest
$6,500 in Purses for
Harness and Running Race
$1,500 in Prizes for
Amateur Baseball for
Champion-shi- p
of
Southwest
That
A Real Airship-On- e
Flies
W. G.

Tight. President

Wealth

?

Every kind of New and
Instructive Amusement
Will Be Provided
Our Hotels and
Restaurants are Amply
Able to Accommodate
AH Who May Visit Our
City

John B. McManrtus, Sec'y

For fuither information, Entry Blanks, etc.,
Address the Secretary.
The Baniuet tendered to Prof. Bneson
That Was Easy.
at the Fort Sumner Restaurant, was a
It was In an Italian settlement kinview
of
every
The
point
dergarten.
children were
great success from
Mrs. Phillion prepared an excellent!
meal and thoroughly demonstated that
Fcrt Sumner is well equipped to;
sat sfy the most exacting tastes of our
local people or of the traveller who
happens to stop here long enjoy a meal
Mrs. Phillion deserves great credit
for her enterprisingspirit there is no
for our ton.
better advertisment
When the drummers who make the
"Cut ofl" learn of her excellent cuisine they will be dropping off here to
spend their Sundays.

MüsClori Zimneimtn oí" Ricardo,
was here between trains Tuesday.

Tomas Gonzales and wife of Guada-- i
hipe, w ro here shopping Wednesday.

RULES and REGULATIONS
of the Base Ball Tournament
ALBUQUERQUE FAIR.
First Prize

$750.

500.
Second Prize
250.
Third Prke
1. No town can be represented dy mere than one club.
2. There will bo no entrance

5. The management will arrange the time and order of playing, will arrange for an umpire,
and will be the final arbiter in
all disputed questions that may
arise.
6' All games will be played
under National League Rules.
7. All entries must be filed
with the superintendent not later
than October 4, 1909, and a list
of the names of all players in
each club raiticipating in the
Tournament must be furnished
the management by 9:oo o'clock
Monday morning,
October 16,

marching like soldiers, when Giovanni suddenly stopped and called out.
fee.
"Gerrge Wash him soldier, too"
3. Clubs playing in this series
and pointed with his very dirty little
hand to a picture of Washington, who, of f.ames will be limited to
horse,
on
was
his
holding
mounted
his
Ai izona; New Mexico ; El Paso,
hat In his htyid acknowledging the
Texas; and Trinibed, Colo.
greetings of the populace.
"Why do you suppose George Wash4.
Players must have lived
ington has his hat in his hand?" asked
the klndergartner, stopping to draw continuously in the above named
for tho hundredth time a lesson In district for at least sixty (60)
courtesy.
days previous to October 11,
"To catch de penlnes," was Tony's
1909, and the manager of each
prompt reply. Harper'a.
club must be prepared ta sub- 1909,

stantiate this fact.

M. E. Hickcy, Supt.

